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ABSTRACT
Surface W ater Interaction with the Flood Plain in the 
Lower Virgin River Clark County, Nevada
by
Jeffrie L. Pompeo
Dr. Zhongbo Yu, Examination Committee Chair 
. Professor of Hydrology 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Development of existing surface water rights on the Virgin River would decrease
Southern Nevada’s dependency on the Colorado River. Three monitoring sites were
established to examine the relationship between Virgin River surface water flows and the
floodplain aquifer. Automated water level measuring devices were installed in
piezometers and wells to continuously track water levels and flow direction. Pump tests
were conducted to establish the hydraulic parameters of the floodplain aquifer. Water
chemistry data was analyzed to help determine the correlation between the floodplain
aquifer and Virgin River water. Precipitation, recharge, streamflow and ET estimates
were used to discuss water budgets. Results from this study will increase knowledge of
surface water interaction with the floodplain aquifer in the lower Virgin River and
provide additional information to assist on-going analyses associated with proposed
surface water development projects in the lower Virgin River.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION 
The Southwestern part of the United States is currently in one of the worst 
droughts on record and Southern Nevada’s dependency on Colorado River water and 
local groundwater supplies has put a severe strain on its water resources. Southern 
Nevada is entitled to 300,000 acre-feet per year (afy) of consumptive water supply plus 
Colorado River surplus when available (SNWA, 2004). The recent drought has decreased 
the probability of Southern Nevada receiving surplus water from Colorado River 
(SNWA, 2004; SNWA, 2005).
Due to the recent drought and increasing population, it has become imperative 
that in-state water resources be developed. The Virgin River is one of Southern Nevada’s 
major in-state water resources, as defined in the Southern Nevada Water Authority’s 
(SNWA) 2005 Water Resource Plan and the February 2004 Concepts for Development of 
Additional In-State Water Resources. Development of the Virgin River would decrease 
SNWA’s dependency on Colorado River water, help meet increasing water demands, and 
help insure a reliable supply of water for Southern Nevada (SNWA, 2004; SNWA, 2005).
The Virgin Valley Water District (VVWD), which is the municipal water 
provider for the City of Mesquite, Nevada, also has surface water rights on the Virgin 
River. These rights represent long-term water resources for VVWD if and when water
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
management strategies require construction of surface water diversion facilities to 
augment their existing groundwater supplies.
To develop its surface water rights of 113,000 acre feet per year (afy) long-term 
average diversion, SNWA proposed to construct diversion facilities on the Virgin River 
near the confluence of Halfway Wash. Two options to obtain 70,000 afy to 50,000 afy 
were being considered. Option one is a diversion dam that would be placed across the 
Virgin River at Halfway Wash (Figure 1). The diverted water would be pumped to an off- 
stream reservoir in Halfway Wash. Option two is to develop a series of radial wells which 
would divert surface water by drawing the water through the shallow alluvial floodplain 
aquifer. Radial wells would be installed with lateral pipes traveling to the off-stream 
reservoir. The diversion period for SNWA’s water rights is restricted to October through 
May.
The seven Colorado River Basin States sent a letter to the Secretary of the Interior 
on February 3, 2006 outlining recommendations that would negate SNWA’s need to 
develop its 1994 Virgin River water rights and instead develop an annual supply of 
75,000 afy by the year 2020 through system augmentation of the Colorado River. SNWA 
has agreed with the seven Colorado River Basin states not to pursue a right of way 
application with the Bureau of Land Management for the Virgin River diversion project 
at this time. Should diligent pursuit of options to augment the Colorado River system not 
enable Nevada to develop an alternate supply of 75,000 afy, the SNWA will continue to 
pursue development of its 1994 Virgin River water rights.
The VVWD is also investigating options to develop its surface water rights 
through a direct diversion or radial wells. Cooperative agreements are in place with the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
U.S. Department of Interior Bureau of Reclamation to potentially install and test a radial 
well on the Virgin River near the City of Mesquite.
To better understand the hydrology of the lower Virgin River, pump tests were 
conducted at three existing sites: Bunkerville, Wilson Point of Diversion, and Halfway 
Wash which were further developed in this study. Piezometers, automated monitoring 
equipment, and staff plates were installed at these sites. Then pump tests were conducted 
to obtain hydraulic parameters for aquifers in these sites. The data collected from the sites 
expanded existing floodplain aquifer data and helped identify the values of 
transmissivity, storativity, and hydraulic conductivity at various points and depths.
An analysis that utilizes existing and new data was also conducted in this study. 
Manual and automated water level measurements, water chemistry, precipitation, stream 
flow, river stage measurements and évapotranspiration were analyzed to establish a link 
between the lower Virgin River and the floodplain aquifer.
Objectives
The primary objectives of this study are to better define the interaction between 
the lower Virgin River and the floodplain aquifer, and provide seasonal estimates of flow 
direction. Specific objectives of this study are: (1) to analyze existing lower Virgin River 
hydrologie data, (2) to expand existing field facilities at Bunkerville, Wilson Point of 
Diversion, and Halfway Wash study sites by installing piezometers, automated 
monitoring equipment, and staff plates, and (3) to increase floodplain aquifer knowledge 
by conducting additional hydrologie testing at these sites.
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Hypothesis
Hypotheses of this proposed study are that (1) the floodplain aquifer of the lower 
Virgin River is unconfined and (2) the water in the floodplain aquifer and the lower 
Virgin River is similar.
Outline
The need for the development of in-state water resources, the objectives of this 
study, and the hypotheses are described in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 covers background 
information on the lower Virgin River that includes information on climate, vegetation, 
geology, and streamflow. The location of the study sites and review of relevant literature 
are also presented in Chapter 2. The setup of monitoring well sites, including the 
installation of piezometers, automated monitoring equipment, and staff plates is described 
in Chapter 3. The pump tests that were conducted, water chemistry sampling, and data 
collected are presented in Chapter 3 as well. Chapter 4 contains an analysis of the data 
collected for this study. Values of transmissivity (T), conductivity (K), and storativity (S) 
were determined with pump test and recovery data using several different methods. 
Historic and new water chemistry data of the Virgin River, piezometers, and wells were 
examined to determine similarities in river and floodplain aquifer water. Precipitation 
values in the lower Virgin River Valley were used to determine recharge. Streamflow 
measurements were used to determine annual mean flow and the attempt to estimate 
increasing and decreasing flow areas along the lower Virgin River. Streamflow 
measurements were also compared to river stage measurements and floodplain aquifer 
water levels at Halfway Wash to determine the effects the Virgin River has on the
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floodplain aquifer water levels. Evapotranspiration (ET) estimates were used to estimate 
the amount of water that the Virgin River loses annually. Conclusions and 
recommendations are also included.
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND
This section discusses previous studies that have been conducted on the lower 
Virgin River, the need for this study, and the review of relevant studies in various 
locations. The setting of the study area and general information concerning the lower 
Virgin River are presented. Dynamic factors that form the regional climate, vegetation, 
geology, and the various features that shape the hydrology of the lower Virgin River are 
covered as well.
Previous studies
Previous studies of the lower Virgin River (Figure 1) have monitored water 
quality, temperature, ground water elevation, and surface water discharge. Trudeau 
(1979) studied hydrologie, hydrochemical, and geologic data in over 90 saline springs 
that are tributaries of the Virgin River to define water sources for Littlefield Springs. He 
determined that precipitation and infiltration from the Virgin River upstream of the first 
spring are the sources of the springs. Woessner et al., (1981) analyzed the salinity sources 
and hydrology of the lower Virgin River, generated salinity and water budgets for the 
river system, and concluded that water and salt are predominately removed from the 
floodplain by agriculture and phreatophytes. Brothers et al. (1992 and 1993) developed a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
three-dimensional ground and surface water model to predict the effects that various 
ground and surface water withdrawals could have on the lower Virgin River Basin. 
Metcalf (1995) determined that the major sources of lower Virgin River water are upper 
Virgin River streamflow, Littlefield Springs, and Beaver Dam Wash, which she 
considered a minor contributor. Using environmental tracers (major ions and isotopes), 
Metcalf (1995) separated lower Virgin River water into: (1) local water, consisting 
mostly of surface and ground water from the Beaver Dam Wash floodplain as well as 
streams and springs from the adjacent mountains; (2) Virgin River basin water, including 
floodplain aquifer ground water, surface water, and Littlefield Springs flow; and (3) deep 
ground water, from below the floodplain aquifers. The major spring groups of the lower 
Virgin River were characterized by Yelken (1996) using geochemical methods. Sala et al. 
(1996) and Devitt et al. (1998) conducted studies of phreatophyte water consumption 
along the lower Virgin River floodplain downstream of Halfway Wash. They concluded 
that phreatophytes in the floodplain aquifer have similar transpiration rates. Cole and 
Katzer (2000) and Dixon and Katzer (2002) evaluated flow gains and losses of the Virgin 
River from Bloomington to the Littlefield Springs. They estimated that the total inflow of 
water to the lower Virgin River above the Littlefield gage is about 180,000 afy, which 
includes about 30,000 afy of ground water. In an attempt to quantify flow gains and 
losses along the lower Virgin River the SNWA, VVWD, United States Geological 
Survey (USGS), National Park Service (NPS), and the Nevada Division of Water 
Resources (NDWR) conducted two seepage studies (Acheampong, 2004).
None of these studies examined the correlation between the lower Virgin River 
and the floodplain aquifer water levels. The link between surface water and the floodplain
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aquifer is anticipated to provide evidence that the water levels in the floodplain aquifer 
have always been affected by the stage of the Virgin River. This would be significant 
because it would demonstrate that the roots of phreatophytes adapt to various ground 
water elevations due to seasonal variations of flow.
Relevant Literature 
Many studies have been conducted on surface water and floodplain aquifer 
interaction. MacNish et al. (1998) used shallow piezometers, wells, streamflow, and dye 
in different sections of the San Pedro River to track river and floodplain aquifer baseflow. 
Bosch et al., (2003) utilized monitoring wells, river stage recorders, precipitation data, 
and potential ET demands to determine the impact that ground water storage has on 
streamflow in the Southeastern Coastal Plains. Kelly (2001) studied rainfall, river stage, 
ground water levels, and wetland stage at two Missouri floodplain wetlands. He 
determined that the change in river stage caused variations in ground water levels and 
controlled the stage of the wetlands. Lamontagne et al. (2003) established a basic 
understanding of how surface water-ground water interactions impacted nutrient loading 
of the Wollombi Brook subtropical catchments using water chemistry samples from wells 
in the regional aquifer, piezometers in the floodplain, and surface water. Simonds and 
Sinclair (2002) utilized in-stream piezometers, seepage runs, and piezometers in the 
floodplain along the lower Dungeness River to obtain vertical and horizontal hydrologie 
gradients and estimates of water moving in and out of the river.
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Location and Study Site 
The Virgin River emerges from Zion National Park in Utah and flows generally 
southwestward through Littlefield, Arizona into southern Nevada and finally discharges 
into Lake Mead (Figure 1). The focus of this study is on the lower Virgin River 
floodplain from Littlefield, Arizona to the full pool elevation of Lake Mead, which 
represents the elevation of the spillway at Hoover Dam. Surrounding areas include the 
Virgin Mountains on the east and southeast, the Mormon Mesa and Mormon Mountains 
on the west and northwest, and the Tule Desert to the north. The elevation of the Virgin 
Mountains ranges from approximately 3,200 feet (ft) above mean sea level (msl) at the 
base of the mountains to 8,066 ft msl at the Virgin Peak. The elevation of the Mormon 
Mesa ranges from 2,200 to 1,800 ft msl, and the lower Virgin River floodplain ranges 
from approximately 1,764 ft msl at Littlefield to approximately 1,221 ft, the spillway 
elevation of Hoover Dam on Lake Mead (Brothers et al., 1992).
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Figure 1. Map of the study site area
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Climate
The climate in the lower Virgin River area is arid with annual precipitation 
varying from three inches in an average year to six inches in a wet year (USSR, 1982). 
Precipitation in this region occurs in several forms, including rain, snow, sleet, hail, fog, 
and frost, as rain and snow are the most dominate. Most of the precipitation in this area is 
produced with long duration winter storms, while remote summer convective storms can 
produce flash flooding and erosion. Numerous things happen to this water when it falls in 
the lower Virgin River Basin: (1) re-vaporization, (2) absorption by the soil and which is 
then transpired or evaporated, (3) surface flow into channels that are tributaries to the 
Virgin River, (4) evaporation of runoff, (5) infiltration from the river into the floodplain 
aquifer, (6) permeation through rock and soil at higher elevations recharging other 
aquifers.
Free water surface evaporation in this area averages about 80 inches annually 
(USDA, 1980). In the summer, the average minimum temperature is 70 degrees 
Fahrenheit (F) and an average maximum temperature is 105 degrees F (USDA, 1980). 
During the winter, the mean minimum and maximum temperatures are 30 degrees F and 
60 degrees F respectively (USDA, 1980). Average humidity is higher during the night. At 
dawn, the relative humidity is about 30 percent and the average during mid-afternoon is 
about 20 percent (USDA, 1980).
Vegetation
Vegetation in this study area consists mainly of riparian vegetation, including 
mesquite, cottonwood, cattail, willow, tamarisk, and other phreatophytes. High-density
11
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plants and mixtures of two or three species occur in some areas, while single species 
occurs in others. The predominate vegetation in the lower Virgin River floodplain is 
tamarisk (saltcedar), which plays a major role in channel stability and évapotranspiration.
The variable flow of the Virgin River determines the amount of water available to 
be consumed by saltcedar along the floodplain. During high flow periods, the soil is 
moist and saltcedar transpiration rate is high. During periods of low flow, the water table 
drops and the saltcedar in the floodplain adjusts to the adverse conditions. They extend 
their root systems deeper into the ground and rely primarily on water in the floodplain 
aquifer, as a result, canopy cover and transpiration rates decrease (Dale Devitt, personal 
communication).
Geology
Tectonic events and marine deposition formed the geology of the Virgin River 
Basin. Basement rocks consist of Lower Precambrian metamorphic and intrusive rocks 
(e.g., pegmatite, schist, and gneiss). Lower Cambrian shale and sandstone 
unconformably overlie the Lower Precambrian rocks in the Virgin and Mormon 
Mountains (Hintze, 1986; Yelken, 1996). Paleoseas deposited marine sediments 
throughout the Paleozoic and Mesozoic eras (Yelken, 1996) and produced a thick 
sequence of mainly carbonate rocks. Minor amounts of sandstone and shale were also 
deposited during the Paleozoic era in this area (Yelken, 1996). During the Triassic and 
Permian periods, a restricted shallow sea evaporated producing saline bays, lagoons, and 
ponds that deposited dolomite, limestone, and gypsum (Yelken, 1996). When the sea
12
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completely dried up, erosion, sedimentation, canyon incisions, and geological uplift 
occurred (Yelken, 1996).
The geology of the Virgin River floodplain is composed of Pleistocene and recent 
unconsolidated gravel, clay and silt. These deposits have a thickness that ranges from 
zero to 100 feet (USER, 1982). Pliocene as well as Pleistocene age semi-consolidated 
and unconsolidated deposits of sand, boulders, clay, gravel, and silt form terrace deposits 
and alluvial fans adjacent to the river. The Tertiary Muddy Creek Formation, a major 
stratigraphie unit in the region, which in certain locations is capable of producing water 
in sufficient quantities for municipal use, consists of semi-consolidated to unconsolidated 
silt, sand with layers of clay, gravel, and gypsum. The Muddy Creek Formation has a 
thickness that ranges from zero to thousands of feet (Trudeau, 1979; USER, 1982; 
Woessner et al., 1981; Yelken, 1996).
The Virgin River depression, various faults, and the Virgin Mountain Anticline 
are the primary structures of the lower Virgin River Basin. A buried ridge separates two 
sub-basins (the Mesquite and the Mormon) that compose the Virgin River depression.
The depression is bordered to north, east, and west by normal faults and to the south by 
strike slip faults. A listric normal fault (the Piedmont fault) is southeast of the Mesquite 
Sub-basin and northwest of the Virgin Mountain Anticline. Subsequent denudation and 
uplift uncovered Precambrain rocks at the interior of the anticline.
Hydrology
In the Lower Virgin Valley, the only perennial streams are the Beaver Dam Wash 
and the Virgin River. Although the Virgin River receives some recharge between
13
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Littlefield, Arizona and Halfway Wash, Nevada, this reach is generally where it becomes 
a losing stream.
The majority of precipitation in the Lower Virgin River Basin occurs throughout 
the winter months in the form of snow at the higher elevations. Dixon and Katzer (2002) 
estimated 1,072,100 afy of precipitation resulting in 65,900 afy of recharge to the lower 
Virgin River Basin. They also estimated the ground water recharge to the basin is 55,000 
afy. Virgin River flow fluctuates because it is dependant on seasonal and annual amounts 
of precipitation.
The average flow at the Littlefield gage from 1930-2003 is approximately 
171,900 afy. Bache et al. (2006) developed a synthetic flow record using Littlefield gage 
data to determine the average annual flow of approximately 144,800 afy at the old 
Halfway Wash gage. Due to the dry arid climate of the lower Virgin River basin, ET 
amounts are highest during the dry summer months. Devitt et al. (1998) conducted a 
three-year study of phreatophyte water consumption along the lower Virgin River 
floodplain downstream of Halfway Wash and established ET values that ranged from 2.8 
ft/y to 4.8 ft/y.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTED 
This section presents the procedures used to help establish a correlation between 
the lower Virgin River and the floodplain aquifer. Monitoring well sites were set up, 
pump tests were conducted, and data was collected. Piezometers were installed and 
Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates were recorded from the top of the outer 
casing. Manual water level measurements were taken while the automated monitoring 
equipment was installed to collect water levels data continuously. After the sites were set 
up, pump tests were conduced at each location. Throughout the pump tests, manual and 
automated water level measurements were taken and water samples were collected for 
chemical analysis. Historic water levels, water chemistry, precipitation, streamflow, and 
ET data were also compiled for the hydrologie analysis in this study.
Piezometer Installation 
Three piezometers with approximately 12.5-feet deep and two-inches in diameter 
were installed at Bunkerville Site 1: Bunkerville Shallow Monitoring Well 1 (BVSMW- 
1), Bunkerville Shallow Monitoring Well 2 (BVSMW-2), and Bunkerville Shallow 
Monitoring Well 3 (BVSMW-3). The piezometers were completed in a sandy loam with 
gravel and they were added to the existing Bunkerville Surface Water Diversion
15
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(BVSWD). BVSWD is approximately 80-feet deep, however, the lithologie description 
of BVSWD was not included in the drillers log that was obtained. BVSMW-1 is 
approximately 20-feet from BVSWD, BVSW-2 is approximately 22-feet from BVSWD, 
and BVSW-3 is approximately 11-feet from BVSWD. They were installed on the south 
side of the river in a triangular arrangement about the pumping well to help determine 
flow direction and interaction between the lower Virgin River and the floodplain aquifer. 
BVSMW-1 is approximately 900-feet from the river, 28-feet from BVSMW-2, and 25- 
feet from BVSMW-3. BVSMW-2 is approximately 925-feet from the river and 18-feet 
from BVSMW-3, while, BVSMW-3 is approximately 950-feet from the river. BVSWD 
is approximately 922-feet from the river (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Bunkerville (Site 1).
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At Site 2, Wilson Point of Diversion (WPOD), situated about 5 miles downstream 
of Bunkerville, three two-inch diameter piezometers were installed at various depths due 
to river rock that restricted the drilling of the planned 12 feet deep holes. They were 
completed in a silty clayey loam with gravel to river rock and they were added to the 
existing point of diversion WPOD. WPOD was completed in silty sandy clay with gravel, 
it is approximately 80-foot deep, and 103-feet from the river. Wilson Point of Diversion 
Shallow Monitoring Well 1 (WPODSM-1) is approximately 5-foot deep. 3-feet from the 
river, 100-feet from WPOD, 28-feet from Wilson Point of Diversion Shallow Monitoring 
Well 2 (WPODSM-2), and 25-feet from Wilson Point of Diversion Shallow Monitoring 
Well 3 (WPODSM-3). WPODSM-2 is approximately 12-foot deep, 31 feet from the 
river, 72 feet from WPOD, and 16 feet from WPODSM-3. WPODSM-3 is approximately 
8-foot deep, 15 feet from the river, and 87 feet from WPOD. The piezometers were 
installed on the west side of the river, also in a triangular arrangement (Figure 3).
18
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Figure 3. Wilson Point of Diversion (Site 2),
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Site 3, Halfway Wash consists of three piezometers with a dimension of 12.5-foot 
deep and 2-inch diameter. The piezometers were completed in a sandy loam with fine to 
medium grained sand and they were added to the existing monitoring well site at Halfway 
Wash that consisted of four deep wells and a test well west of the river, Halfway Wash 
Monitoring Well 1 (HWMW-1), Halfway Wash Monitoring Well 2 (HWMW-2),
Halfway Wash Monitoring Well 3 (HWMW-3), Halfway Wash Monitoring Well 4 
(HWMW-4) and Halfway Wash Test Well 1 (HWTW-1). The deep wells have a depth of 
approximately 100-feet and a diameter of 6-inches, and they were completed in sand with 
gravel and cobbles on top of the reddish silty clay that helps shape the Muddy Creek 
Formation. HWMW-1, HWMW-2, and HWMW-3 are south of HWTW-1 while 
HWMW-4 is north of HWTW-1. HWTW-1 is approximately 117 feet from HWMW-1,
86 feet from HWMW-2, and 25 feet from HWMW-3 and HWMW-4. The piezometers 
were installed on the west side of the river, east of HWTW-1 in a strait line arrangement. 
Halfway Wash Shallow Monitoring Well 1 (HWSMW-1) is approximately 20 feet from 
HWTW-1, Halfway Wash Shallow Monitoring Well 2 (HWSMW-2) is approximately 50 
feet from HWTW-1, and Halfway Wash Shallow Monitoring Well 3 (HWSMW-3) is 
approximately 100 feet from HWTW-1. HWMW-1 is approximately 37 feet from 
HW M W -2,100 feet from HWMW-3, 137 feet from HWMW-4, 130 feet from HWSMW- 
1, 150 feet from HWSMW-2, and 175 feet from HWSMW-3. The distance that separates 
HWMW-2 from HWMW-3, HWMW-4, HWSMW-1, HWSMW-2, and HWSMW-3 is 
approximately 62 feet, 103 feet, 81 feet, 101 feet and 126 feet; HWSMW-3 is 
approximately 50 feet from HWSMW-4, 35 feet from HWSMW-1, 55 feet from 
HWSMW-2, and 80 feet from HWSMW-3; HWSMW-1, HWSMW-2. and HWSMW-3
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are approximately 25 feet, 55 feet and 70 feet from HWSMW-4. The distance that 
separates the river from wells and piezometers fluctuates constantly due to flow variation, 
channel migration, and sandy conditions (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Halfway Wash (Site 3).
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The piezometers were installed using a gas powered hand auger and drive points 
(Figure 5). The piezometers have a sharpened bull nose at the bottom that is connected to 
a five-foot stainless steel pipe with a slotted three-foot section in the middle. Three feet 
sections of solid stainless steel pipe were added until a maximum depth was attained. The 
various depths allow the piezometers to penetrate approximately 2 to 6 feet into the 
floodplain water table. Once the water table was reached, the sidewalls sloughed. So, 
sections were added in three-foot increments to enable height variations. The two-inch 
casing is made of 316 (corrosion resistant) stainless steel to ensure durability and 
longevity, and to prevent rust.
Figure 5. Drilling hole to install piezometer at Halfway Wash.
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GPS Coordinates of Piezometers 
A Leica survey grade GPS unit was used to determine the location coordinates 
and elevation of the piezometers. The GPS unit was set up on top of the 2-inch outer 
casing of the piezometers. The unit collected data at each piezometer for approximately 
two hours to enable precise elevation and location coordinates. After the GPS unit 
collected the necessary data, the survey measurement points were marked on the 
piezometers to ensure that water level measurements will be taken from the same datum.
Manual Water Level Measurements 
An electronic tape was used to take manual water level measurements during 
static and pumping conditions. The tape was lowered into each well or piezometer until 
the probe made contact with the water surface creating a beeping sound. After the beep 
was heard, the electric tape was pulled up until the sound stopped. Then the tape was 
aligned with the marked survey datum and lowered into the well or piezometer again 
until a constant beeping sound was heard again. Once the sound was constant, the 
electrical tape was slowly pulled up until the sound stopped. After the sound stopped, the 
measurement marked on the tape was read. This process was repeated three times during 
each measurement to ensure the accuracy of the measurement.
Manual static and pumping water-level measurements were taken at each site. 
Water levels were taken prior to pump testing, throughout the tests, during recovery, and 
after the aquifer had fully recovered. The manual water-level measurements were 
recorded on standard SNWA water level forms. Historic water-level measurements were 
collected from the SNWA’s data base.
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Automated Monitoring Equipment 
Automated water-level measuring devices were installed at each site to monitor 
water levels continuously. The monitoring equipment consisted of the In-situ Inc. Hermit 
3000, Vented Poly Cable / Standard 485/232 Cable, and In-situ 50 PSIG / Troll PXD- 
261. At Bunkerville Site 1, three cables and level trolls were connected to the Hermit. 
Manual static water level and sediment depth measurements were taken at each 
piezometer, BVSMW-1, BVSMW-2, and BVSMW-3, using an Electric tape. After the 
measurements were conducted, the Troll PXD-261s were attached to the cables, then 
lowered into the piezometers and secured approximately 2 inches above the sediment 
(Figure 6). Then the water level information was entered into the Hermit and the test was 
started. The Hermit was set to collect pretest data every fifteen minutes for approximately 
a week before the pump test.
On the day when the pump test was to be conducted, it was discovered that the 
Hermit had stopped working properly. No other Hermits were available on site, so the 
test had to be delayed for a week. The following week static water levels were taken, a 
Hermit was connected, and a new test was started. Data was collected for approximately 
forty minutes before the pump test was started to assure that the Hermit was functioning 
properly. The automated monitoring equipment collected water level data throughout the 
pump testing as well as during the recovery period.
Down stream of Bunkerville at Wilson Point of Diversion (Site 2), three cables 
and Troll PXD-261 were connected to the Hermit to collect pretest data. On the day of 
the step test, a forth Troll PXD-261 was connected to the hermit, then lowered into a 2- 
inch PVC casing inside Wilson Point of Diversion (WPOD) approximately forty feet. A
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logarithmic test was started at the same time the pump was powered on. A maximum 
interval of 1 minute was set for the logarithmic test.
After the step test was conducted, it was realized that the Troll PXD-261 inside of 
WPOD was not deep enough, so the Troll PXD-261 was removed and the PVC casing 
was extended to 100 feet deep. After the PVC casing was deepened, the Level Troll was 
lowered inside the two-inch PVC casing to approximately ninety five feet then a new test 
was started.
At the end of the pump test, new manual water level measurements were input 
into the hermit and a recovery test that collected logarithmic data with a maximum time 
of a minute was started when the pump was shut off.
At Site 3 Halfway Wash, four cables and Troll PXD-261s were connected to the 
Hermit to collect pretest data for approximately two weeks before the pump test. While 
the hermit was being installed, an electric tape was used to take the static water level in 
Halfway Wash Monitoring Well 1 (HWMW-1), Halfway Wash Monitoring Well 2 
(HWMW-2), Halfway Wash Monitoring Well 3 (HWMW-3), and Halfway Wash 
Monitoring Well 4 (HWMW-4). The 30 PSI miniTrolls inside of HWMW-1, HWMW-2, 
and HWMW-3 were reset to collect measurements every fifteen minutes. Then a 
miniTroll was placed inside of HWMW-4's and a test was started.
Before the step drawdown test was started, a Troll PXD-261 was connected to 
the Hermit and placed inside of the test well Halfway Wash Test Well 1 (HWTW-1). 
Then new logarithmic tests that collected data to a maximum time interval of minute 
were started for all piezometers and HWTW-1.
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During the pump test, it was discovered that the miniTroll inside of HWMW-4 
was close to being out of the ground water table due to the rapid drawdown. So, the 
miniTroll was lowered to approximately 40 feet. Due to the turbulence caused by the 
pump, the Troll PXD-261 inside of HWTW-1 was unable to obtain an accurate reading. 
Manual water level measurements at the test well were not obtainable during pumping 
either.
Just before the end of the pump test miniTrolls inside of HWMW-1, HWMW-2, 
HWMW-3, and HWMW-4 were set to collect logarithmic data with a maximum time of a 
minute when the pump was turned off. The Hermit was not reset so water level data for 
the piezometers was collected every minute. Historic automated water level 
measurements at Halfway Wash were obtained from the SNWA.
Figure 6. Lowering Troll PXD-261s into piezometer.
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Staff Plate Installation 
Staff plates were installed at Site 2 Wilson Point of diversion and Site 3 Halfway 
Wash. The staff plates were installed in the Virgin River on the right edge of water 
approximately one-foot east of the right side of river bank. Fence posts were hammered 
in by using a 20-pound sledge hammer. After the fence post reached refusal, the staff 
plates were attached to the posts. Using zip ties, the bottom of the staff plate was secured 
to the fence post where the post and the river bed intersected first. Then zip ties were 
used to secure the rest of the staff plate to the fence post (Figure 7). Survey differential 
leveling measurements were used to acquire the elevation of the staff plates. Staff plate 
readings were gathered and recorded on SNWA forms before, during, and after pump 
tests were conducted.
Figure 7. Staff Plate at Halfway Wash where water level elevations were read.
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Aquifer Tests
A step drawdown test was not essential at Site 1 Bunkerville because BVSWD is 
a surface water diversion that is pumped regularly. Therefore, the maximum pumping 
rate/well yield was previously established, and it was only necessary to conduct a 
constant rate pump test. During the test, manual water level measurements, automated 
water level measurements, and flow meter readings were collected at frequent intervals.
Since WPOD and HWTW-1 are not frequently pumped, step drawdown tests 
were conducted to obtain the maximum pumping rate/well yield that could be sustained 
throughout constant rate pump tests at Wilson Point of diversion Site 2 and Halfway 
Wash Site 3. Throughout the constant rate tests, flow meter readings, staff plate readings, 
manual water level measurements, and automated water level measurements were 
recorded.
Water Chemistry
Water chemistry samples were collected from all three sites (including 
Bunkerville Site 1, Wilson Point of Diversion Site 2, and Halfway Wash Site 3) during 
pumping and recovery periods. Samples from surface water and floodplain aquifer were 
collected for chemical analysis adhering to Southern Nevada Water Authority Water 
procedures and protocols that follow those described by Koterba et al. (1995) and Wood 
(1981). The samples were collected to test physical parameters, isotopes, metals, major 
ions, and some nutrients.
1-liter plastic bottles were used to collect water samples from the floodplain 
aquifer and from the surface water, which were measured in the laboratory for chemical
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parameters, major ions, metals, and some nutrients. Each unpreserved bottle was rinsed 
three times with the sample, filled, labeled, and dated. Then the bottle was placed into an 
ice chest and packed with ice.
40-mL glass bottles with poly sealed caps were used for the isotope samples. The 
sample bottles were rinsed three times with the sample before it was filled to the top, so 
no head space was present. The bottle was then labeled, dated, and placed in the ice chest.
The field parameters monitored at the sampling sites were electrical conductivity 
(EC), pH, and temperature. EC readings were taken with Iron R conductivity model 
130A3 meters and pH readings were taken with Beckman R model phi 255 meters. Both 
meters had temperature probes that recorded water temperature, but for sample 
consistency, the temperature was recorded from the pH probe (Acheampong et al., 2007). 
The data collected was entered onto SNWA water chemistry forms.
Water samples in the floodplain aquifer were collected for chemical analysis from 
BVSWD during production on November 22, 2006 three days after the 72 hour constant 
rate pump test ended due to the non-availability of sample bottles. To insure that the Troll 
PXD-261S were not disturbed when collecting data and to insure that the weighted Teflon 
bailers would fit inside of the 2-inch casing of the piezometer, water chemistry samples 
were collected from BVSMW-1, BVSMW-2, and BVSMW-3 after recovery had taken 
place and the Troll PXD-261s had been removed. However, the field chemistry forms 
were misplaced, so water chemistry field parameters are not available for this site.
Surface water and floodplain aquifer water chemistry samples were collected 
from the Virgin River and WPOD during the first day of pump test and just before the
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end of the test. Samples from WPODSMW-1, WPODSMW-2, and WPODSMW-3, were 
collected following the recovery.
Floodplain aquifer and surface water samples were gathered at HWTW-1 and the 
Virgin River at the beginning and end of the pump test. Following the recovery, water 
samples were collected at HWSMW-1, HWSMW-2, and HWSMW-3.
After the samples were collected, a chain of custody form was filled out to 
permanently document the shipping and handling of all samples. The chain of custody is 
also used to maintain sample quality and ensure that the data is legally defensible. The 
samples were taken to the SNWA and placed in a secure storage fridge before shipping.
When the samples were ready to be shipped to the laboratory, the chain of 
custody forms were completed. The samples were placed in an ice chest and surrounded 
with ice and packing material to ensure that the samples did not leak or break. The 1-liter 
bottles were shipped to Week Laboratory Inc. in California to be tested for metals, major 
ions, and some nutrients. The 40-mL bottles were wrapped with protective packing 
material, placed in a hard shelled container and shipped to the Environmental Isotope 
Laboratory at University of Waterloo, Canada.
The water chemistry data consists of chemistry field parameters and laboratory 
chemistry results. The chemistry field parameters were gathered during and after the 
pump tests were conducted.
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Survey Measurements 
Survey differential leveling measurements were conducted at all sites due to an 
error in the processing of the data collected with the Leica GPS unit. At Bunkerville the 
only accurate measurement taken by the Leica GPS unit was at BVSM-3. Survey 
measurements were used to obtain the elevation of BVSWD, BVSM-1, and BVSM-2.
At Wilson Point of diversion, all of the GPS points were combined by the Leica 
unit; so survey measurements had to be conducted. The Leica GPS unit was used again to 
obtain the elevation of WPODSMW-2. After the elevation was acquired, WPODSMW-2 
was used as a starting point and differential leveling measurements were conducted to 
attain the elevations of the staff plate, WPODSMW-3, WPODSMW-1, and the 
measurement point of WPOD.
The Leica GPS unit was also combined with the GPS measurements taken for the 
piezometers at Halfway Wash. Since the elevation at HWMW-3 was known, it was used 
as a starting point to obtain the elevations for HWSMW-1, HWSMW-2, HWSMW-3, and 
the staff plate (see Figure 8). Different leveling measurements were also used at Halfway 
Wash to track the migration of the river and determine river stage. The survey 
measurements were recorded on SNWA standard forms. Historic Halfway Wash survey 
differential leveling measurements were gathered from the SNWA data base.
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Figure 8. Conducting survey differential leveling measurements.
Hydrology
Precipitation and estimates of recharge from rainfall in the lower Virgin River 
Basin were taken from Dixon and Katzer (2002), and personal communication with 
Huang Yong and Alex Baron at University of Nevada Las Vegas. Theses estimates will 
be used as part of the water budget calculation.
Streamflow measurements for the lower Virgin River were taken from the USGS 
website http://www.uses. gov/ and a report by Bache et al., (2006). Streamflow 
measurements will be used in several forms of analysis.
Evapotranspiration data was taken from Dixon and Katzer (2002), Devitt et al. 
(1998), and personal communication with Dr. Dale Devitt. This data will be used to 
calculate the amount of water lost by the lower Virgin River due to ET.
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS
The results of this study better defined the interaction between the lower Virgin 
River and the floodplain aquifer. Pump tests were conducted to obtain hydraulic 
properties of the floodplain aquifer and to acquire additional water chemistry samples. 
The piezometers installed at the sites will help future monitoring efforts. Precipitation 
values that use the Maxey-Eakin equation to estimate recharge, streamflow 
measurements, and calculated ET estimates were used to establish water budgets.
Aquifer Tests
The manual and automated data collected at Bunkerville Site 1, Wilson Point of 
Diversion Site 2, and Halfway Wash Site 3 were used to graphically compare manual 
water level measurements to automated water level measurements throughout the testing 
period (Figure 9). The results showed a high degree of accuracy when compared to 
manual measurements. Therefore, the automated monitoring equipment was functioning 
accurately and the data did not need to be corrected.
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Figure 9. Manual and automated water level measurements at WPOD.
New manual water level measurements that were collected during the pump test at 
the Halfway Wash Site 3 were used to graphically illustrate the piezometers’ and the 
wells’ water level elevations above mean sea level. The results show that all wells and 
piezometers were experiencing similar drawdown effects during pumping (Figure 10).
The wells that fully penetrate the floodplain aquifer had greater drawdown than the 
partially penetrating piezometers. The closer the wells or piezometers were to BVSWD 
and HWTW-1, the greater the drawdown, due to the cone of depression.
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Figure 10. Manual depth to water measurements of Halfway Wash monitoring well and 
piezometer elevations during pumping.
Automated water level measurements were used to create a series of graphs at 
each site. First the water levels in wells and the piezometers at each site were plotted on 
the same graph. The data utilized to create this graph consisted of water levels in wells 
before, during and after the pumping test (Figure 11). This was created to examine 
whether the water level in all of the piezometers and wells respond at the same time. The 
water levels corresponded throughout the observation periods. Static water levels were 
similar. When the step drawdown tests were conducted, drawdown and recovery occurred 
at approximately the same time. During pump tests the initial drawdown, drawdown, and 
recovery of wells and piezometers followed the same general trends.
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Figure 11. Automated depth to water measurements of Halfway Wash wells before, 
during, and after pumping test.
The measured water levels in piezometers and wells at each site during the 
pumping stage were plotted on semi logarithmic graphs. Drawdown was plotted on the 
arithmetic scale and time was plotted on logarithmic scale (Figure 12). Both drawdown 
and time started when the pump was turned on. The wells and piezometers were 
experiencing similar effects during the pumping stage. Initial drawdown and drawdown 
of all wells and piezometers were consistent throughout the pumping period. The initial 
drawdown was rapid due to the pump being turned on, the emptying of water in the 
casing of the wells and piezometers, and the gravity drainage of the aquifer. When the 
recharge boundary was reached, the rate of drawdown decreased.
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Figure 12. Halfway Wash well drawdown versus time semi logarithmic scale.
Drawdown versus time curves for the wells and piezometers at each site were 
plotted on logarithmic graphs (Figure 13). The data shown in the graphs covers the pump 
test periods. The water level drawdown for all wells and piezometers followed the same 
general trend.
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Figure 13. Bunkerville piezometer drawdown versus time logarithmic scale.
Recovery data of water levels in the piezometers and wells at each site were 
graphed on a semi logarithmic scale. Recovery was plotted on arithmetic scale and time 
since pumping first began divided by time since recovery began (t/t’) was plotted on the 
logarithmic scale (Figure 14). Recovery began at the end of each pump test. The initial 
water level recovery for all wells and piezometers was quick, but as time proceeded, 
recovery slowed due to equalization of the floodplain aquifer.
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Figure 14. Bunkerville piezometer residual drawdown versus t/t’ semi logarithmic scale.
Each piezometer or well was plotted individually on a semi logarithmic scale. 
Drawdown was plotted on arithmetic scale and time was plotted on logarithmic scale. For 
each graph, three series were needed. The first series covered the whole drawdown cycle, 
initial drawdown was the second series, and the third series started after initial drawdown 
ended. A logarithmic line and a trend line equation were added to the second and third 
series of data (Figure 15). Due to resolution problems with the Troll PXD-261’s at 
HWSMW-3 and WPOD, the data was insufficient and therefore graphs and trend line 
equations were not created for these piezometers.
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Figure 15. BVSMW-1 drawdown versus time semi logarithmic scale with trend line 
equations.
The two trend line equations at each well and piezometer were used in the 
Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method calculation for hydraulic properties of the aquifers. 
The equations were used to calculate Transmissivity (T), storativity (S), and hydraulic 
conductivity (K). T = (264 * Q) /  AS, where Q = flow in gallons per minute and AS is 
drawdown over one log cycle. S = (T * t o )  / (4790 * r^) where “ t o ”  is time intercept at 
zero drawdown and r is distance from pumping well. K = T / d where d is the thickness of 
the aquifer. Calculations for both trend lines are displayed in Tables 1 and 2. The graphs 
and calculations for each well and piezometer at Bunkerville and Halfway Wash are 
shown in Appendix A and B.
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Table 1. Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method calculation of BVSMW-1 trend line for 
initial drawdown
BVSMW-1
Bunkerville Pump Test 11/16/06-11/19/06
Jacob Straight-Line Method
For line drawdown = 0.20161n(time) - 0.0686
Drawdown over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 10) 0.3956
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 100) 0.8598
d (thickness of aquifer) 75
0  (SPm) 150
Distance from test well (ft) 20.3547
Drawdown over log cycle (ft) ( h o - h ) 0.4642
Time at modeled zero drawdown (min) 1.4053
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 85,308
Estimated T (ft^/d) 11,404
Estimated S 0.06
K = T/d (ft/d) 152.05
Table 2. Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method calculation of BVSMW-1 trend line for 
drawdown after initial drawdown ended
BVSMW-1
Bunkerville Pump Test 11/16/06-11/19/06
Jacob Straight-Line Method
For line drawdown = 0.38071n(time) - 0.9841
Drawdown over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 100) 0.7691
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 1000) 1.6457
d (thickness of aquifer) 75
Q  (KPm) 150
Distance from test well (ft) 20.3547
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o - h ) 0.8766
Time at modeled zero drawdown (min) 13.2635
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 45,174
Estimated T (ft^/d) 6,038.93
Estimated S 0.30
K = T/d (ft/d) 80.52
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Drawdown was plotted on arithmetic scale while distance was plotted on the 
logarithmic scale. In order to add a logarithmic line and a trend line equation all 
piezometers and wells had to be plotted at once. To differentiate each piezometer and 
well a colored symbols were added.
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Bunkerville piezometers •  BVSMW-1 » BVSMW-2 BVSM W -3— Log. (Bunkerville piezometers)
Figure 16. Distance versus drawdown with semi logarithmic scale for piezometers at 
Bunkerville.
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Figure 17. Distance versus drawdown with semi logarithmic scale for piezometers at 
Halfway Wash.
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Figure 18. Distance versus drawdown with semi logarithmic scale for wells at Halfway 
Wash.
Trend line equations for each site were applied to the Cooper-Jacob Distance 
Drawdown calculation. The equations were used to calculate Transmissivity, T = (527.7
* Q) /  AS and storativity S= T * t / 4790 rô  where t is the time in minutes that drawdown 
was taken from and ro is the distance intercepted at zero drawdown. The results of trend 
line calculations for Bunkerville and Halfway Wash are displayed in Tables 3,4, and 5.
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Table 3. Cooper-Jacob Distance Drawdown calculation for piezometers at Bunkerville
Bunkerville Pump Test 11/16/06-11/19/06
Jacob Distance Drawdown Method
For line drawdown = -0.3813 In(time) + 3.0335
Drawdown over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 100) 1.2775
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 10) 2.1555
d (thickness of aquifer) 75
Q (gpm) 150
Distance intercept at zero drawdown 2.851.96
Drawdown over log cycle (ft) ( h o - h ) 0.878
Time in minutes for distance points used 4,320
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 90,154
Estimated T (ftVd) 12,052
Estimated S 0.01
K = T/d (ft/d) 160.69
Table 4, Cooper-Jacob Distance Drawdown calculation for piezometers at Halfway Wash
Halfway Wash Pump Test 12/14/06-12/17/06
Jacob Distance Drawdown Method Piezometers
For line drawdown = -0.1547 In(time) + 1.2719
Drawdown over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 100) 0.5595
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 10) 0.9157
d (thickness of aquifer) 84
Q  (gpm) 222
Distance intercept at zero drawdown 3,721.03
Drawdown over log cycle (ft) ( h o - h ) 0.3562
Time in minutes for distance points used 4,293
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 328,887
Estimated T (ft /d) 43,966
Estimated S 0.02
K = T/d (ft/d) 523.4
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Table 5. Cooper-Jacob Distance Drawdown calculation for wells at Halfway Wash
Halfway Wash Pump Test 12/14/06-12/17/06
Jacob Distance Drawdown Method Wells
For line drawdown = -4.1747 In(time) + 23.738
Drawdown over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 100) 4.1747
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 10) 14.1254
d (thickness of aquifer) 81
0  (gpm) 222
Distance intercept at zero drawdown 294.78
Drawdown over log cycle (ft) ( h o - h ) 9.9507
Time in minutes for distance points used 4293
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 11,773
Estimated T (ftVd) 1,574
Estimated S 0.12
K = T/d (ft/d) 19.43
Drawdown data from individual piezometers and wells were plotted on a semi 
logarithmic scale while recovery water level data were plotted on arithmetic scale and 
(t/f) was plotted on the logarithmic scale. A logarithmic line that passes through the 
graphic origin of (1, 0) and a trend line equation was added to each graph. Graphs and 
trend line equations were not created for HWSMW-3 and WPOD piezometers.
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Figure 19. HWSMW-2 residual drawdown versus t/t’ semi logarithmic scale with trend 
line equation.
Trend line equations at each well and piezometer were applied to the Time 
Recovery calculation. The equations were used to calculate Transmissivity, T = (264 * Q) 
/ AS and conductivity, K = T / d. The trend line calculation for HWSMW-2 is shown in 
Table 6 below. The graphs and calculations for each piezometer and well at Bunkerville 
and Halfway Wash except for HWSMW-3 are presented in Appendix C and D.
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Table 6. Time Recovery calculation for trend line at HWSMW-2
HWSMW-2
Halfway Wash Pump Test Recovery 12/17/06
Time Recovery
For line recovery = 0.16631n(time) - 0.004
Recovery over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 10) 0.3789
Recovery over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 100) 0.7618
d (thickness of aquifer) 85
Q (gpm) 222
Distance from test well (ft) 50
Drawdown over log cycle (ft) ( h o - h ) 0.3829
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 153,063
Estimated T (ftVd) 20,462
K = T/d (ft/d) 240.72
Drawdown versus time curves for the wells and piezometers at each site were 
plotted on logarithmic graphs (Figure 20). A secondary axis was added to the x and y 
values to ensure that the scales of the graphs were equivalent to the scale of the type 
curve. A graph was not created for WPOD piezometers.
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Figure 20. Halfway Wash wells drawdown versus time logarithmic scale with secondary 
axes
The graphs at each site were matched to the Neuman solution type curve for flow 
in an unconfined aquifer. The values obtained from the type curve were applied to the 
Neuman solution calculation. The equations were used to calculate transmissivity, T = Q 
/ (ho - h / W(Ua. [-)) * 4-ji- where ho - h is drawdown and W(Ua, p) is the water table 
aquifers well function, horizontal hydraulic conductivity, Kt, = T / b where b is the 
aquifer’s initial saturated thickness, storativity S =  ( U a  * 4 * T * t) / r ,̂ where U a  is a 
parameter from Nueman’s solution, and vertical hydraulic conductivity, Ky = ( p * b  ̂* 
Kh) / r". The results of the Neuman’s solution calculation for HWMW-1 are shown in 
Table 7 below. Due to the shape of the drawdown curves, calculations were not possible
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for the Halfway Wash piezometers. Calculations for piezometers and wells at Bunkerville 
and Halfway Wash are presented in Appendix E.
Table 7. Neuman’s solution calculation for HWMW-2
HWMW-1
Halfway Wash Pump Test 12/14/06-12/17/06
Newman
r 0.1
t (time) 1
Drawdown (ft) (h-ho) 1
W(Ua, r) 0.4
1 /U a 0.45
b (thickness of aquifer) 81
0  (Rpm) 222
Distance from test well r (ft) 122.96
Estimated T (ft^/d) 1364
Horizontal conductivity ( K h )  (ft/d) = T/r 16.85
Estimated S 0.80
Vertical conductivity ( K v )  (ft/d) 0.73
Bunkerville Site 1
Since the maximum pumping rate/well yield of 150 gallons per minute (gpm) was 
previously established, it was only necessary to conduct a 72 hour constant rate pump 
test. Due to Hermit failure only 40 minutes of pre pump test data was collected before the 
constant rate pump test started. The test was started at 11:00 A.M. on November 16, 
2006 and ended at 11:00 A.M. on November 19, 2006 (Figure 21). During the test, 
manual water level measurements, automated water level measurements, and flow meter 
readings were collected at regular intervals.
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Figure 21. Automated depth to water measurements of Bunkerville piezometers before, 
during, and after pumping test.
Due to lack of available equipment an automated monitoring device was not 
placed inside of BVSWD. All the data collected by the Troll PXD-261s at Bunkerville 
was valid so all piezometers were analyzed. The piezometers were completed in a sandy 
loam with gravel. At the end of the pump test, all figures for Bunkerville piezometers 
demonstrate that water in the floodplain aquifer is being recharged from an additional 
source. This recovery is likely from water tank overflow that occurred towards the end of 
the pump test, however, it could also be from irrigation of the surrounding fields, 
recharge from the Virgin River, recharge from the underlying Muddy Creek aquifer, or a 
combination of these (Figure 22 also see appendix A).
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Figure 22. Bunkerville piezometers drawdown versus time semi logarithmic scale.
When the Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method was utilized, the mean early 
transmissivity, storativity, and conductivity values were 11,312 ft^/day, 0.08, and 151 ft/d 
respectively while the late mean values are 6,044 ft^/d, 0.37, and 81 ft/d respectively.
The results for all Bunkerville piezometers are displayed in Table 8 below. Figure 15 and 
Appendix A display graphs that utilize the Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method for 
Bunkerville piezometers.
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Table 8. Bunkerville results and mean Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method calculations
Site
Early T
(ftVd) Early S
Early K 
(ft/d)
Late T 
(ft'/d) Late S
Late K 
(ft/d)
BVSMW-1 11,404 0.06 152 6,039 0.30 81
BVSMW-2 12,175 0.06 162 6,162 0.25 82
BVSMW-3 10,358 0.13 138 5,930 0.55 79
Mean
BVSMW 11,312 0.08 151 6,044 0.37 81
Figure 16 and Table 3 display the Cooper-Jacob Distance Drawdown method and 
the results of the trend line calculations for the Bunkerville Site. The conductivity, 
transmissivity, and storativity values for piezometers at Bunkerville are 161 ft/d, 12,052 
ft^/d, and 0.01 respectively. Due to the close proximity of the piezometers and BVSWD 
the results rendered may be inaccurate.
When the Time Recovery calculation was used, the transmissivity values for 
BVSMW-1, BVSMW-2, and BVSMW-3 piezometers were 5,939 ft^/d, 5,919 ftVd, and 
5,635 ft^/d respectively. BVSMW-1, and BVSMW-2 have a conductivity value of 79 
ft/day while BVSMW-3’s conductivity value is 75 ft/d. Figure 23 displays the graph used 
to calculate BVSMW-1. Figures of BVSMW-2 and BVSMW-3 are displayed in 
Appendix C. Bunkerville piezometer results are presented in Table 9.
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Figure 23. BVSMW-1 residual drawdown versus t/t’ semi logarithmic scale with trend 
line equation.
Table 9. Time Recovery results and means for Bunkerville piezometers
Site T ( f t V d ) K  ( f t / d )
BVSMW-1 5,939 79
BVSMW-2 5,919 79
BVSMW-3 5,635 75
Mean BVSMW 5,831 78
When utilizing Neuman’s solution, the mean values of transmissivity, horizontal 
conductivity, storativity, and vertical conductivity are 7,222 ft^/d, 96.30 ft/d, 121.36, and
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58.52 ft/d respectively. Figure 24 shows the graph used to calculate Neuman’s solution 
and Table 10 depicts the results for all Bunkerville piezometers.
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Figure 24. Bunkerville piezometers drawdown versus time logarithmic scale with 
secondary axes.
Table 10. Neuman’s solution results and means for Bunkerville piezometers
Site T (ft^/d) Kh (ft/d) S Kv (ft/d)
BVSMW-1 11,064 147.52 82.20 2.00
BVSMW-2 6,454 86.05 70.73 7.29
BVSMW-3 4,149 55.32 211.14 166.27
Mean
BVSMW 7,222 96.30 121.36 58.52
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Wilson Point of Diversion Site 2 
A step drawdown test was conducted on January 17,2007 at Wilson Point of 
Diversion Site 2 to establish the maximum pumping rate/well yield of 101 gpm. Then a 
144.5 hour constant rate pump test was started at 10:30 A.M. on January 18, 2007 and 
ended at 12:00 P.M. on January 24, 2007 (Figure 25). The pre pump test and step 
drawdown data that was collected by the Hermit was accidentally deleted therefore, 
automated water level measurements started when the constant rate pump test began. 
Throughout the constant rate test, flow meter readings, staff plate readings, manual water 
level measurements, and automated water level measurements were recorded.
D ate and T itre
1/18Æ7 9:30 t/2CWJ7 0:3O 1/22/07 9:30 1/2</07 9:30 1/26/079:30 1/23/07 9:30 1/30/07 9:30 2/1/07 9:30
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A WPODSM-l A WP0DSM.2 WPODSM-3
Figure 25. Automated depth to water measurements of Wilson Point of Diversion 
piezometers during and after pumping test.
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Due to the close proximity of the Virgin River to the piezometers located at 
WPOD, the data collected by Troll PXD-261s were insufficient, and therefore graphs and 
trend line equations that utilize the Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method, Cooper-Jacob 
Distance Drawdown, Time Recovery calculation, and Newman’s solution were not 
created. It can be assumed that the resolution problems occurred because the water levels 
in the piezometers fluctuated with the Virgin River’s stage in minimal amounts that were 
not visible to the bare eye when taking staff plate readings, and the Troll PXD-261’s 
could not measure values along the full range of fluctuations, displayed in Figures 21 and 
22 below. WPODSMW-1 is closest to the Virgin River which explains its earlier 
response to changes in the stage of the river than the reactions of WPODSMW-2 and 
WPODSMW-3.
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Figure 26. Wilson Point of Diversion piezometer drawdown versus time semi logarithmic 
scale.
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Figure 27. Wilson point of diversion piezometer residual drawdown versus t/t’ semi 
logarithmic scale.
Halfway Wash Site 3 
On December 13, 2006, a step drawdown test was conducted at Halfway Wash at 
Site 3. The maximum pumping rate/well yield that could be sustained throughout a 72- 
hour constant rate pump test was determined to be 222 gpm. The test was started at 10:20 
A.M. on December 14, 2006 and ended on at 10:20 A.M. December 17, 2006 (Figure 
28). During the constant rate pump test, manual water level measurements, automated 
water level measurements, flow meter readings, and staff plate readings were gathered.
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Figure 28. Automated depth to water measurements of Halfway Wash wells before, 
during, and after pumping tests.
Resolution problems with the Troll PXD-261 inside of HWSMW-3 rendered the 
collected data inadequate. Therefore, graphs and trend line equations that employ the 
Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method, Cooper-Jacob Distance Drawdown, Time Recovery 
calculation, and Neuman’s solution were not created for this piezometer. The piezometers 
were completed in a sandy loam with fine to medium grained sand, while, the wells were 
completed in sand with gravel and cobbles. It can be assumed that the lower 
transmissivity of the fine grained material of the loamy soil limited drawdown. Therefore, 
the drawdown in piezometers was minimal when compared to the drawdown of the 
deeper wells.
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When utilizing the Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method, graphs for Halfway Wash 
piezometers display increased drawdown after initial drawdown ended. The increased 
drawdown demonstrates that an impermeable boundary or an aquitard was likely 
encountered (Figure 29 also see appendix A). Mean early transmissivity, storativity, and 
conductivity values for the piezometers are 11,312 ft^/d, 0.09, and 151 ft/d respectively 
and the early values for the wells are 3,085 ft^/d, 0.00, and 36 ft/d respectively. The late 
mean values for the piezometers are 20,735 flVd, 0.43, and 725 ft/d respectively while the 
late mean values for the wells are 27,192 ftVd, 0.00, and 317 ft/d respectively. Figure 29 
depicts the graph used to calculate HWSMW-1 the remainder of the graphs used to 
calculate the Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method are displayed in appendix A. Results 
for Halfway Wash piezometers and wells are presented in Table 11.
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Figure 29. HWSMW-1 drawdown versus time semi logarithmic scale with trend line 
equations.
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Table 11. Halfway Wash results and means Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method 
calculations
Site
Early T 
(ft'/d) Early S
Early K 
(ft/d)
Late T 
(ft'/d) Late S
Late K 
(ft/d)
HWSMW-1 8,884 0.16 444 20,661 0.12 1,033
HWSMW-2 14,603 0.02 292 20,809 0.73 416
Mean
HWSMW 11,744 0.09 368 20,735 0.43 725
HWMW-l 3,706 0.00 46 34,363 0.00 424
HWMW-2 3,474 0.00 42 34,790 0.00 419
HWMW-3 2,976 0.00 31 17,185 0.00 179
HWMW-4 2,183 0.00 24 22,430 0.00 246
Mean
HWMW 3,085 0.00 36 27,192
0.00
317
Figure 17 and 18 present the graphs used to calculate the Cooper-Jacob Distance 
Drawdown method for Halfway Wash piezometers and wells. The results of trend line 
calculations are displayed in Tables 4 and 5. The conductivity, transmissivity, and 
storativity values for piezometers at Halfway Wash were 523 ft/d, 43,965 ftVd, and 0.02 
respectively while the wells values at Halfway Wash were 19 ft/d and 1,573 ft'/d, and 
0.12 respectively.
The recovery curves for Halfway Wash wells do not appear to be physically 
realistic because they resemble a cumulative distribution curve rather than a strait line, 
however, the calculated conductivity and transmissivity values are similar to previously 
established numbers. When the Time Recovery calculation was employed, the 
transmissivity values for HWSMW-1 and HWSMW-2 piezometers were 19,465 ft^/d and 
20,462 ftVd respectively, while the conductivity values were 235 ft/d and 238 ft/d
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respectively. The transmissivity values for HWMW-l, HWMW-2, HWMW-3, and 
HWMW-4 were 9,130 ft^/d, 8,464 ft^/d, 4,735 ft^/d, and 4,260 ftVd respectively and the 
conductivity values were 113 ft/d, 102 ft/d, 49 ft/d, and 47 ft/d respectively. Figure 19 
and appendix C display graphs that utilize the Time Recovery Method for Halfway Wash 
piezometers and wells. Table 12 below depicts Halfway Wash results.
Table 12. Time Recovery results and means for Halfway Wash piezometers and wells
Site T (ftVd) K (ft/d)
HWSMW-1 19,465 235
HWSMW-2 20,462 241
Mean
HWSMW 19,963 238
HWMW-l 9,130 113
HWMW-2 8,464 102
HWMW-3 4,735 49
HWMW-4 4,260 47
Mean
HWMW 6,647 78
Halfway Wash piezometers data were not analyzed using Neuman’s solution 
because of the shape of the drawdown curves. Figure 20 displays the graph used to 
calculate Halfway Wash wells. The mean transmissivity, horizontal conductivity, 
storativity, and vertical conductivity values for Halfway Wash wells were 1,151 ft^/d, 
13.28 ft/d, 1.34, and 1.47 ft/day. Results for all Halfway Wash wells are displayed in 
Table 13 below.
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Table 13. Neuman’s solution results and means for Halfway Wash wells
Site T (ft=/d) Kh (ft/d) S Kv (ft/d)
HWMW-l 1,365 16.85 0.80 0.73
HWMW-2 1,365 16.44 0.89 1.66
HWMW-3 1,365 14.21 2.20 2.64
HWMW-4 512 5.62 1.46 0.83
Mean
HWMW 1,151 13.28 1.34 1.47
Summary of Aquifer Test Results 
The conductivity of sand and gravel or well sorted sand typically falls between 1- 
9,999 ft/d. The transmissivity value of the lower Virgin River floodplain aquifer has been 
estimated to be 8,000 ftVd (Brothers et al., 1992; Dixon and Katzer, 2002; Woessner et 
al., 1981). The storativity of an unconfmed aquifer is greater than 0.01, usually ranging 
from 0.02-0.3.
Due to unknown circumstances, the storativity values calculated using the 
Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method for the wells at Halfway Wash were unreasonably 
low. Therefore, the results for the wells located at Halfway Wash are considered invalid 
when using this form of analysis. The results and means of the early and late time 
calculations for piezometers and wells located at Bunkerville and Halfway Wash are 
shown in Table 14.
6 6
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Table 14. Results and mean Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method calculations
Site
Early T 
(ftVd) Early S
Early K 
(ft/d)
Late T
(ftVd) Late S
Late K 
(ft/d)
BVSMW-I 11,404 0.06 152 6,039 0.30 81
BVSMW-2 12,175 0.06 162 6,162 0.25 82
BVSMW-3 10,358 0.13 138 5,930 0.55 79
Mean
BVSMW 11,312 0.08 151 6,044 0.37 81
HWSMW-1 8,884 0.16 444 20,661 0.12 1,033
HWSMW-2 14,603 0.02 292 20,809 0.73 416
Mean
HWSMW 11,744 0.09 368 20,735 0.43 725
HWMW-l 3,706 0.00 46 34,363 0.00 424
HWMW-2 3,474 0.00 42 34,790 0.00 419
HWMW-3 2,976 0.00 31 17,185 0.00 179
HWMW-4 2,183 0.00 24 22,430 0.00 246
Mean
HWMW 3,085 0.00 36 27,192 0.00 317
When the Cooper-Jacob Distance Drawdown calculation was used the 
conductivity, transmissivity, and storativity values for piezometers at Bunkerville Site 1 
were 161 ft/d, 12,052 ft^/d, and 0.01 respectively while the piezometer values at Halfway 
Wash Site 2 are 523 ft/d, 43,965 ft^/d, and 0.02 respectively. The wells at Halfway Wash 
had lower conductivity and transmissivity values of 19 ft/d and 1,573 ft^/d and a higher S 
value of 0.12 (Tables 3 ,4 , and 5). The storativity value of the deep wells is comparable to 
those estimated by Brothers et al. (1992).
Recovery data is often used to calculate conductivity and transmissivity because 
pumping rate variations might affect data collected during pumping periods. The mean 
conductivity and transmissivity values for piezometers at Bunkerville Site 1 were 78 ft/d 
and 5,831 ftVd respectively. The mean conductivity values at Halfway Wash for
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piezometers and wells were 238 ft/d and 78 ft/d and the transmissivity values were 
19,963 ft^/d and 6,647 ftVd respectively. The conductivity and transmissivity values for 
the piezometers at Bunkerville and the wells at Halfway Wash are close to the 
conductivity value of 80 ft/d and transmissivity value of 8,000 ftVd used in the model by 
Brothers et al. (1992). The results for Bunkerville and Halfway Wash piezometers and 
wells are displayed in Table 15 below.
Table 15. Time Recovery results and means for piezometers and wells
Site T (ft^/d) K (ft/d)
BVSMW-1 5,939 79
BVSMW-2 5,919 79
BVSMW-3 5,635 75
Mean
BVSMW 5,831 78
HWSMW-1 19,465 235
HWSMW-2 20,462 241
Mean
HWSMW 19,963 238
HWMW-l 9,130 113
HWMW-2 8,464 102
HWMW-3 4,735 49
HWMW-4 4,260 47
Mean
HWMW 6,647 78
Neuman’s solution is used to calculate transmissivity, storativity, specific yield, 
and the difference between horizontal and vertical conductivities in an unconfmed 
aquifer. Due to the shape of the drawdown curves, it was not possible to calculate the 
specific yield values when Neuman’s solution was employed. Mean transmissivity.
6 8
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horizontal conductivity, storativity, and vertical conductivity values for piezometers at 
Bunkerville are 7,222 ftVd, 96.30 ft/d, 121.36, and 58.52 ft/d respectively. The mean 
values at Halfway Wash wells were 1,151 ft^/d, 13.28 ft/d, 1.34, and 1.47 ft/day 
respectively. The mean transmissivity value for the Bunkerville piezometers was close to 
the transmissivity value of 8,000 ftVd used in the model by Brothers et al. (1992). Due to 
high storativity values, this form of analysis is considered inappropriate, however, the 
storativity values for the deep wells at Halfway Wash are within reasonable ranges. When 
it is not possible to calculate vertical conductivity, it is assumed that the ratio between 
horizontal and vertical conductivity is 1/23. HWMW-l is the only well or piezometer that 
used that ratio. Table 16 below displays the results for Bunkerville and Halfway Wash 
piezometers and wells.
Table 16. Results and means Neuman’s solution calculation
Site T (ft^/d) Kh(ft/d) S Kv(ft/d)
BVSMW-1 11,064 147.52 82.20 2.00
BVSMW-2 6,454 86.05 70.73 7.29
BVSMW-3 4,149 55.32 211.14 166.27
Mean
BVSMW 7,222 96.30 121.36 58.52
HWMW-l 1,365 16.85 0.80 0.73
HWMW-2 1,365 16.44 0.89 1.66
HWMW-3 1,365 14.21 2 . 2 0 2.64
HWMW-4 512 5.62 1.46 0.83
Mean
HWMW 1,151 13.28 1.34 1.47
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Water Chemistry
The water chemistry field parameters pH, EC, and temperature were gathered 
during and after the pump tests. These data along with historic well, spring, and river 
water chemistry data that were collected from the SNWA’s database were compiled for 
chemical analysis in this study. The pH values at Wilson Point of diversion for the lower 
Virgin River ranged from 7.39 to 8.26 with a mean value of 8.02, the EC values ranged 
from 2,040 to 2,770 with a mean EC value of 2,310, and the average temperature was 7.5 
°C. The mean pH, and EC values for WPOD and the piezometers were 7.02 and 8.25, and 
4,035 and 1,993 respectively. The mean temperature for WPOD was 16.9 °C. The pH 
values of the piezometers at Halfway Wash ranged from 7.06 to 7.52 with a mean value 
of 7.21. The EC meter was not functioning properly when the piezometers at Halfway 
Wash were bailed so the EC values are considered invalid. The average temperature for 
the piezometers was 15.1 °C. HWTW-1 had a mean pH value of 7.47, EC value of 3,301, 
and temperature of 19.91 °C while the Virgin River at Halfway Wash had a temperature 
value of 13.1 °C, an EC value of 2,430, and a pH value of 8.44. The field water chemistry 
samples results have a strong correlation to Metcalf (1995) results for wells and Virgin 
River water. The piezometers at WPOD were in close proximity to the river, therefore 
their values were closer to river values.
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Table 17. Water chemical parameters in study area
Site Date Time pH EC Temp °C
HWSMW-1 1/17/2007 9:38 7.06 NA 15.7
HWSMW-2 1/17/2007 9:48 7.06 NA 15.2
HWSMW-3 1/17/2007 9:53 7.52 NA 14.4
HWTW-1 12/14/2006 NA 7.4 3,381 19.8
HWTW-1 12/17/2006 10:18 7.53 3,220 2 0 . 0
RLBD 2/2/2007 1 2 : 0 0 7.4 2,570 16.2
VR atHW 12/17/2006 12:07 8.44 2,430 13.1
VR WPOD 1/18/2007 11:14 7.39 NA 6.9
VR WPOD 1/21/2007 8:27 8 . 1 2 2,040 5.1
VR WPOD 1/24/2007 10:39 8.32 2,190 8 . 8
VR WPOD 2/2/2007 1 1 : 0 2 8.26 2,700 9.2
WPOD 1/18/2007 11:28 7.02 NA 20.3
WPOD 1/21/2007 8:31 7 4,030 17.6
WPOD 1/24/2007 10:24 7.04 4,040 2 0 . 8
WPODSMW-1 2/2/2007 1 1 : 0 2 7.7 2,040 9.1
WPODSMW-2 2/2/2007 11:30 NA 1,730 NA
WPODSMW-3 2/2/2007 11:15 8 . 8 2 , 2 1 0 NA
Mean HWSMW 7.21 NA 15.1
Mean HWTW 7.47 3,301 19.9
Mean VR WPOD 8 . 0 2 2,310 7.5
Mean WPOD 7.02 4,035 16.9
Mean WPODSM 8.25 1,993 NA
The water samples were also analyzed for major ions, metals, and some nutrients 
by Week Laboratory Incorporated and the results were used for making Piper diagram. 
Cations (calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), sodium (Na), and potassium (K)) and anions 
(bicarbonate (HCO3 ), chloride (Cl), and sulfate (SO4)) were used for this analysis (Figure 
30). Based on the results from the diagram, the water from the piezometers, wells, and 
the Virgin River are classified in this study.
The water in piezometers at WPOD represents two of the three major outliers: the 
cation facies are calcium-magnesium and the anion facies chloride-sulfate-bicarbonate. 
The water from these piezometers was close to the Virgin River where grazing took
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place. Noticeable cow feces and footprints surrounded the area. Riverside Left Bank 
Deep (RLBD), a flowing artesian well completed in the Muddy Creek Formation is the 
third major outlier. When compared to other samples, its cations have a greater 
concentration of Ca and Na + K while the anions have an increased concentration of SO4 
and a decreased concentration of HCO3 . However, RLBD’s facies are similar to the rest 
of the samples that have cation facies of calcium-sodium and the anion facies border the 
chloride-sulfate and chloride-sulfate-bicarbonate water type. Results from the piper 
diagram generated are comparable to the piper diagram of Metcalf (1995) for Virgin 
River water and wells which were completed in younger alluvium.
The samples with a high Cl concentration are from the high halite concentration. 
When Cl and Na are plotted against each other, they have an R  ̂valve of 0.08755. The 
high SO4 concentration could be attributed to irrigation in the surrounding area. When 
SO4 and Ca are plotted against each other, the R^ value is extremely low 0.0349. This 
indicates that the dissolution of gypsum is not taking place.
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Biuikmille Piezometers and Smface Water Diversion
EXPLANATION
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Figure 30. Piper diagram of water chemistry samples in the study area.
Isotope measurement was also conducted for water samples. A graph with the 
meteoric water line (MWL) and isotopes sample results for oxygen 18 (D'®0) and 
deuterium (dD) was generated (Figure 31). The MWL is critical to the interpretation of 
dD and D ’®0. Water that originated from the atmosphere where no isotopic process 
occurred will plot along the MWL line. When isotopic processes take place, deviations 
from the MWL occur. Figure 31 demonstrates that the isotopes are exchanging with rock 
minerals and that evaporation from open surface exposure has taken place.
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The strong correlation of the isotope values suggest that the majority of the water 
is from the same source (e.g., Virgin River), however this does not rule out the possibility 
of recharge from additional sources. They are similar to these values in Metcalf (1995) 
for the Virgin River and wells in younger alluvium. The outlier to the bottom left RLBD 
exhibits the least amount of exchange with rock materials and minimal evaporation. For 
water in the piezometers at Halfway Wash, the outliers to the top right exhibit the greatest 
amount of exchanging with rock minerals and evaporation from water being exposed on 
the ground surface.
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Figure 31. dD versus d'®0 of samples collected during testing period.
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The samples collected at Bunkerville Figure 32 and Halfway Wash Figure 34 had 
greater amounts of exchange with rock materials and evaporation than the samples 
collected at Wilson Point of Diversion (Figure 33). Even though the water at Bunkerville 
is further up gradient than Wilson Point of Diversion. It can be assumed that the 
proximity of the piezometers and wells is why this occurred. The Bunkerville test site is a 
few hundred feet away from the Virgin River while Wilson Point of Diversion is just off 
the right bank. Wilson Point of Diversion samples demonstrate that there is a strong 
correlation between the Virgin River and the flood plain aquifer (Figure 33). The samples 
collected at Halfway Wash exhibit the greatest amount of exchange and evaporation. It 
can be assumed that this occurred because Halfway Wash is the furthest site down stream 
and the wells and piezometers are located a couple hundred feet from the river. The 
difference in results suggests that water is moving in and out of the flood plain aquifer 
along the lower Virgin River.
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Figure 32. dD versus d’*0 of Bunkerville samples collected during testing period.
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Figure 33. dD versus d'®0 of Wilson Point of Diversion samples collected during testing 
period.
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Figure 34. dD versus d'®0 of Halfway Wash samples collected during testing period.
Hydrology
The precipitation was used to estimate recharge by using Maxey-Eakin method 
which is a standard technique used in the state of Nevada (personal communication, Alex 
Baron’s at UNLV). Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model 
(PRISM) annual rainfall data from Oregon State University was divided into zones 
corresponding to those of the Hardman map (Watson et al., 1976)—typically used for 
Maxey-Eakin analysis—and applied Maxey -Eakin coefficients to estimate recharge 
(Table 18).
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Table 18. Hardman annual precipitation zones corresponding to Maxey-Eakin 
coefficients
Precipitation Zone Maxey-Eakin Coefficient
> 2 0  in. 0.25
15-20 in. 0.15
12-15 in. 0.07
8 - 1 2  in. 0.03
< 8  in. 0
PRISM rainfall data from 1971-2000 produces a precipitation value of 922,529 
acre-feet per year (afy). The estimated total recharge of the Virgin River basin is 
approximately 66,837 afy (Table 19). The higher elevations of Utah and Nevada are 
responsible for approximately 97 percent of the recharge while Arizona accounts for the 
remaining 3 percent (Figure 35). In the primary study area, Littlefield, Arizona to the 
confluence of the Virgin River with Lake Mead at the spillway elevation, it is assumed 
that recharge due to precipitation does not occur because the precipitation zone value is 
between 0-8 inches. Recharge estimates are also compared to those estimated by Huang 
Yong at UNLV (personal communication) and Dixon and Katzer (2002) (Table 19).
Table 19. Estimates of annual recharge to the Lower Virgin basins in acre-feet per year
State PRISM 1971-2000, Maxey-Eakin
MODFLOW Huang 
Yong
Dixon & Katzer 
2 0 0 2
Arizona 2,266
Nevada 31,917
Utah 32,653
Total 66,837 66,608 65,900
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Figure 35. Annual recharge to the lower Virgin River basin (created by Alex Baron).
The streamflow data collected from the USGS website for the Virgin River at 
Littlefield, Arizona gage was used in different forms for analysis in this study. The mean 
daily discharge was combined with historic water level measurements and differential 
leveling measurements at Halfway Wash. A graph was created using the data to 
graphically illustrate and link Virgin River flow, river stage, and floodplain aquifer 
measurements (Figure 36).
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When streamflow increases or decreases, the river stage and water levels in 
floodplain aquifer follow the same general trend. During the winter and spring months, 
Virgin River flow, river stage and floodplain aquifer measurements are greater than these 
in the summer and fall months. This occurs because most of the precipitation takes place 
in the winter months at higher elevations. As the temperatures increase, the snow begins 
to melt which increases streamflow, river stage, and recharge during the spring months. 
After the snow has melted, the temperatures continue to increase, causing the values to 
decrease due to lack of precipitation and elevated ET. At times during the summer 
months, surface water flow to Lake Mead does not occur. As the temperatures decrease in 
the fall, the values began to increase. During wet years, the values are greater than these 
in dry years.
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Figure 36. Halfway Wash monitoring well elevation, right edge of water elevation, and 
gage discharge at Littlefield.
The mean annual flow discharge measurements form Littlefield gage were 
combined with the annual synthetic flow measurements for the old Halfway Wash gage 
(Table 20). The table illustrates measured and synthetic flows at the gage sites. The 
average mean flow at the Littlefield is 179,000 afy and the average median flow is
136,000 afy. At Halfway Wash, the synthesized mean flow is 144,800 afy and the median 
flow is 121,300 afy. Due to major storm events and extremely wet years, it can be 
assumed that the median flow has greater accuracy representing ordinary flow conditions. 
The flow volumes demonstrate the Virgin River decreases in flow between Littlefield and 
the confluence of Halfway Wash. This decrease is related to uses and diversion, ET from
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phreatophytes, and perhaps an unknown gain or loss of flow through the Virgin River 
flood plain aquifer.
Table 20. Virgin River at Littlefield, Arizona and synthetic Halfway Wash, Nevada 
annual flow.
Water
Year
Littlefield
(afy)
Synthetic
flow
Halfway
Wash
(afy)
Water
Year
Littlefield
(afy)
Synthetic
flow
Halfway
Wash
(afy)
Water
Year
Littlefield
(afy)
Synthetic
flow
Halfway
Wash
(afy)
1930 188,100 151,300 1956 92,600 76,700 1982 165,200 154,600
1931 119,400 101,100 1957 100,200 84,300 1983 504,700 422,900
1932 381,000 290,500 1958 294,700 249,400 1984 190,900 175,800
1933 127,400 116,300 1959 92,900 76,600 1985 175,400 156,600
1934 78,100 56,600 1960 83,300 65,800 1986 143,400 135,200
1935 164,800 143,200 1961 108,500 88,300 1987 130,400 122,400
1936 130,600 111,200 1962 142,400 117,000 1988 189,700 176,400
1937 240,300 204,500 1963 83,300 64,800 1989 121,400 95,300
1938 278,700 218,900 1964 89,300 71,700 1990 82,100 65,800
1939 155,000 131,000 1965 120,500 98,600 1991 72,600 59,300
1940 173,200 141,200 1966 128,500 107,100 1992 138,100 124,500
1941 400,100 315,600 1967 187,600 142,400 1993 430,200 347,600
1942 215,100 185,400 1968 128,300 114,400 1994 132,200 122,300
1943 178,100 153,700 1969 343,700 282,800 1995 356,700 289,000
1944 182,300 158,800 1970 97,000 82,400 1996 118,500 108,900
1945 166,300 147,400 1971 99,800 84,200 1997 152,700 138,900
1946 121,300 110,700 1972 126,600 97,700 1998 273,900 242,900
1947 192,300 164,100 1973 321,100 264,500 1999 139,000 133,100
1948 116,100 105,400 1974 90,500 75,200 2000 106,600 96,300
1949 155,900 137,200 1975 111,200 95,600 2001 108,100 100,800
1950 127,100 115,300 1976 90,900 75,100 2002 74,300 60,100
1951 99,900 83,200 1977 81,500 61,400 2003 84,200 68,500
1952 272,800 227,900 1978 256,600 185,000 Mean 171,900 144,800
1953 99,500 87,500 1979 309,000 260,900
351,600
Median 136,000 121,300
1954 136,500 120,300 1980 449,100 Min 72,600 56,600
1955 135,600 117,400 1981 162,900 152,200 Max 504.700 422,900
'Source: United States Geological Survey (2006)
"Source: Developing a Synthetic, Long-Term Flow Record for the Lower Virgin River 
Using Flow-Duration Curves (Bache et al., 2006)
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Results from the évapotranspiration analysis conducted by Dixon and Katzer 
(2002) were used and modified for the inclusion in this section. Tables that correspond 
with the land-use distribution and area information for the lower Virgin Valley for 1976- 
1978 conditions, from Lake Mead to the Narrows gage were generated (Dixon and Katzer 
2002). Only data from Lake Mead Spillway to the Virgin River at Littlefield, Arizona 
gage and data from Lake Mead Spillway to the old Halfway Wash gage were needed; so 
the table from Dixon, and Katzer (2002) was modified. The tables below demonstrate the 
land use for the two sections.
Table 21. Land use and area distribution for 1976-1978 lower Virgin River conditions 
form the Lake Mead Spillway to the gage at Littlefield, Arizona.
River Reach
Area of 
phreatophytes, 
open water, 
and bare soil, 
in acres
Area of 
agriculture, 
in acres
Area of 
urban 
residential, 
in acres
Junction of Lake Mead to Spillway 
altitude 1,656
Spillway altitude to east ridge 380
East ridge to Halfway Wash gage 2,918
Halfway Wash gage to Riverside Bridge 977 411
Riverside Bridge to Bunkerville Bridge 2,318 1,480 29
Bunkerville Bridge to state line 555 919 216
State line to Littlefield gage 1,993 678
Total 10,797 3,488 245
'Source: Geology and Hydrology of the Lower Virgin River Valley in Nevada, Arizona, 
and Utah (Dixon and Katzer, 2002)
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Table 22. Land use and area distribution for 1976-1978 lower Virgin River conditions 
from the Lake Mead Spillway to the old Halfway Wash gage
River Reach
Area of 
phreatophytes, 
open water, 
and bare soil, 
in acres
Area of 
agriculture, 
in acres
Area of 
urban 
residential, 
in acres
Junction of Lake Mead to Spillway 
altitude 1,656
Spillway altitude to east ridge 380
East ridge to Halfway Wash gage 2,918
Total 4,954
'Source: Geology and Hydrology of the Lower Virgin River Valley in Nevada, Arizona, 
and Utah (Dixon and Katzer, 2002)
Virgin River flow and consumptive use of water from vegetation transpiration are 
the primary sources of basin outflow. Phreatophytes account for most of the transpiration 
throughout the floodplain aquifer. Dixon and Katzer made no attempt to estimate the 
amount of bare soil, so it was not included in this part of the analysis. To determine ET, 
Devitt et al. (1998) conducted a three year study of phreatophyte water consumption 
along the lower Virgin River floodplain downstream of Halfway Wash. The ET values 
ranged for 2.8 ft/y to 4.8 ft/y. Dixon, Katzer (2002) had no major justification, but they 
used the high ET value. Free surface water was estimated at 500 acres for 11,600 of 
phreatophytes, open water, and bare soil from Lake Mead to the Narrows gage. So,
11,600 acres was divided by the estimate of 500 acres of surface water to obtain a value 
of 23.2. The Lake Mead Spillway to the Littlefield gage value of 10,797 acres of 
phreatophytes, open water, and bare soil were divided by 23.2, resulting in an estimated 
value of 465 acres of free surface water. The 23.2 value was used again to divide the
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Lake Mead Spillway to the value of 4,954 at the old Halfway Wash gage to obtain value 
of 213 acres of free surface water for a bare soil. Dixon and Katzer (2002) estimated the 
free evaporation rate to be 7 afy and an agriculture ET rate of 5.0 afy. The tables below 
depict annual water use for the two sections.
Table 23. Water use for lower Virgin River conditions in the period of 1976-1978 from 
the Lake Mead Spillway to the Littlefield gage
Type of water use Acres Water use rate (afy)
Total water use 
(afy rounded)
Phreatophyte 10,797 4.8 51,800
Agriculture 3,488 5.0 17,400
Free water surface 465 7.0 3,300
Bare soil - - -
Total 72,000
'Source: Geology and Hydrology of the Lower Virgin River Valley in Nevada, Arizona, 
and Utah (Dixon and Katzer, 2002)
“Source: Bowen ratio estimates of évapotranspiration for Tamarix ramosissima stands on 
the Virgin River in southern Nevada (Devitt et ah, 1998)
Table 24. Water use for lower Virgin River conditions use in the period of 1976-1978 
from the Lake Mead Spillway to the old Halfway Wash gage
Type of water use Acres Water use rate (afy)
Total water use 
(afy rounded)
Phreatophyte 4,954 4.8 23,800
Free water surface 213 7.0 1500
Total 25,000
'Source: Geology and Hydrology of the Lower Virgin River Valley in Nevada, Arizona, 
and Utah (Dixon and Katzer, 2002)
^Source: Bowen ratio estimates of évapotranspiration for Tamarix ramosissima stands on 
the Virgin River in southern Nevada (Devitt et ah, 1998)
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In an attempt to determine an approximate location where the lower Virgin River 
loses flow, two sets of water budgets were produced in this study. The first budget was 
from Littlefield gage to the Lake Mead spillway. This water budget followed the Dixon 
and Katzer (2002) format. Mean annual flow was taken from the Littlefield gage and the
3,000 afy of estimated bypass from the Littlefield ditch and Petrified Springs Dixon and 
Katzer (2002) was added. Groundwater recharge, ephemeral flow, and pumpage numbers 
were taken directly from the Dixon and Katzer (2002) water budget. Calculated ET was 
taken from Table 23 presented earlier. And the ratio of the river to Lake Mead and 
groundwater recharge was taken and used to calculate budgets.
Table 25. Water Budget from Littlefield gage to the Lake Mead Spillway
Inflow Components (afy) Source
Virgin River at Littlefield, Arizona plus 3,000 afy of 
bypass from the Littlefield ditch and Petrified 
Springs 175,000 Gage record
Ground-water recharge:
That bypass Littlefield Gage 32,000 Estimated
That occurs downstream of Littlefield gage 23,000 Estimated
Ephemeral flow direct to river 8 , 0 0 0 Estimated
Total 238,000
Outflow Components
Evapotranspiration 72,000 Measured/estimated
Pumpage 1 2 , 0 0 0 Measured/estimated
River to Lake Mead 126,000 Estimated
Groundwater 28,000 Estimated
Total 238,000
'Source: Geology and Hydrology of the Lower Virgin River Valley in Nevada, Arizona, 
and Utah (Dixon and Katzer, 2002)
^Source: United States Geological Survey (2006)
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The second water budget was from the old Halfway Wash gage to the Lake Mead 
Spillway. The mean annual synthetic flow measurements for the old Halfway Wash gage 
were used. Since it is assumed that no recharge from local precipitation occurs below the 
altitude of 3,000 feet annual flow is the only inflow component. ET was taken from Table 
16. The ratio described earlier was used to calculate the river to Lake Mead and 
groundwater outflow components.
Table 26. Water Budget from old Halfway Wash gage to the Lake Mead Spillway
Inflow Components (afy) Source
Virgin River at old Halfway Wash gage 145,000 Synthetic flow
Total 145,000
Outflow Components
Evapotranspiration 25,000 Measured/estimated
River to Lake Mead 98,000 Estimated
Groundwater 2 2 , 0 0 0 Estimated
Total 145,000
'Source: Developing a Synthetic, Long-Term Flow Record for the Lower Virgin River 
Using Flow-Duration Curves (Bache et ah, 2006)
^Source: Table 24
The major outflow component of the lower Virgin River basin is streamflow, and 
ET is the second. ET from the Lake Mead Spillway to the Littlefield gage accounts for 
approximately 72,000 afy of annual lower Virgin River water use and ET from the Lake 
Mead Spillway to the old Halfway Wash gage accounts for approximately 25,000 afy 
annual water use. The ET rates are highest in the hot summer months. During this time, 
the elevated rates decrease floodplain aquifer water levels and streamflow.
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The amount of water consumed by vegetation along the lower Virgin River 
floodplain will vary over time. During major flood events, floodplain riparian vegetation 
is destroyed by the Virgin River. After a major flood event occurs, the river will migrate 
until it reestablishes a channel. During this time, the amount of water consumed 
decreases and riparian vegetation sprouts and starts the growing process. The amount of 
water consumed increase as vegetation increases.
Acacia, arroweed, atriplex (salt brush), cottonwood/willow, honey mesquite, 
marsh, salt cedar (tamarisk), and screw bean mesquite are the major types of vegetation 
in the lower Virgin River floodplain. If water levels decreased more then three feet 
during the growing season native phreatophytes cottonwoods and willows could be 
replaced by upland phreatophytes. Salt Cedar is the most dominate species in the study 
area because they are resilient and can adapt quickly (Smith et al., 1998). Their roots 
have the potential to reach a maximum depth of 20 feet. A decline in water levels could 
lead to a floodplain that is almost completely dominated by salt cedar.
In summary, three types of pump tests were conducted. The Cooper-Jacob Strait- 
Line Method, Time Recovery method, the Cooper-Jacob Distance Drawdown method, 
and Neuman’s solution were used to calculate the hydraulic properties in the floodplain 
aquifer at various sites. Water chemistry samples were collected throughout the testing 
period. Water budgets on the lower Virgin River were also discussed. Conclusions and 
recommendations are presented in the following sections.
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Conclusion
This study established a link between the lower Virgin River and the floodplain 
aquifer. Pump tests were conducted to establish floodplain aquifer properties for 
conductivity, transmissivity, and storativity. Several forms of analysis were conducted on 
the pump tests. When the Time Recovery method was used, the mean results of 
conductivity and transmissivity from the Bunkerville piezometers was 78 ft/d and 5,831 
ft"/d while the Halfway Wash wells values were 78 ft/d and 6,647 ft^/d respectively. 
These values compared to previously established values of 80 ft/d and 8,000 ft^/d used in 
the model by Brothers et al. (1992). Before the pump tests were conducted, the storativity 
value of the floodplain aquifer at Halfway Wash was estimated at 0.1. Using the Cooper- 
Jacob Distance Drawdown method, a storativity value of 0.12 was established.
Water chemistry results demonstrate that the lower Virgin River and the 
floodplain aquifer water are similar; the outliers may suggest that there are contributions 
from outside sources. Isotope sample results suggest that water is mixing with rock 
minerals and evaporating from open surface. Due to the arid regional climate, most of the 
precipitation takes place in the higher elevations of Utah and Nevada in the region. 
Precipitation measurements were used to estimate recharge for the lower Virgin River 
Basin via the Maxey-Eakin method. Recharge from precipitation is along the course of 
the Virgin River after it flows into Nevada. Streamflow decreases with elevation. 
Comparison of annual flow discharge measurements from Littlefield gage to annual 
synthetic flow measurements for the old Halfway Wash gage demonstrate Virgin River 
flow decreases between Littlefield and Halfway Wash. The water levels in the floodplain 
aquifer at Halfway Wash correlate well with streamflow increases and decreases. The
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largest outflow component of the lower Virgin River basin is streamflow (which includes 
river diversions and recharge to the flood plain aquifer), while ET is the second largest 
The amount of water consumed by phreatophytes in the lower Virgin River floodplain 
varies over time with the amount of vegetation.
Recommendations
Southern Nevada is in a severe drought, so this information would assist in the 
possible development of the lower Virgin River. (1) Additional pump tests should be 
conducted to further establish the aquifer properties of the Lower Virgin River 
floodplain. (2) New monitoring well sites could be established to contribute to existing 
hydrologie data and provide new water level and chemistry information. (3) Development 
of a model to assist with the characterization of groundwater and surface water 
interaction would aid water resource planning associated with potential floodplain aquifer 
pumping. Such a model would help predict how water table levels might change in 
response to different pumping regimes, changes in land use or climatic variation. (4)
More detailed investigation of land use and vegetation cover needs to be conducted to 
help improve water budget estimates.
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APPENDIX A
DRAWDOWN VERSUS TIME SEMI LOGARITHMIC 
SCALE WITH TREND LINE EQUATIONS
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Figure A.I. BVSMW-2 drawdown versus time semi logarithmic scale with trend line 
equations.
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Figure A.2. BVSMW-3 drawdown versus time semi logarithmic scale with trend line 
equations.
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Figure A.3. HWSMW-2 drawdown versus time semi logarithmic scale with trend line 
equations.
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APPENDIX B
COOPER-JACOB STRAIGHT-LINE METHOD 
CALCULATIONS
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Table B.l .  Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method calculation for BVSMW-2 trend line for
initial drawdown
BVSMW-2
Bunkerville Pump Test 11/16/06-11/19/06
Jacob Straight-Line Method
For line drawdown = 0.18881n(time) - 0.1248
Drawdown over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 10) 0.3099
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 100) 0.7447
d (thickness of aquifer) 75
Q (gpm) 150
Distance from test well (ft) 25.7604
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o - h ) 0.4348
Time at modeled zero drawdown (min) 1.9367
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 91,076
Estimated T (ftVd) 12,175
Estimated S 0.06
K = T/d (ft/d) 162.33
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Table B.2. Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method calculation for BVSMW-2 trend line for
drawdown after initial drawdown ended
BVSMW-2
Bunkerville Pump Test 11/16/06-11/19/06
Jacob Straight-Line Method
For line drawdown = 0.373 lln(time) - 1.0657
Drawdown over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 100) 0.6525
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 1000) 1.5116
d (thickness of aquifer) 75
Q (gpm) 150
Distance from test well (ft) 25.7604
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o - h ) 0.8591
Time at modeled zero drawdown (min) 17.3974
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 4,6095
Estimated T (ftVd) 6,162
Estimated S 0.25
K = T/d (ft/d) 82.16
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Table B.3. Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method calculation for BVSMW-3 trend line for
initial drawdown
BVSMW-3
Bunkerville Pump Test 11/16/06-11/19/06
Jacob Straight-Line Method
For line drawdown = 0.2221n(time) - 0.0834
Drawdown over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 10) 0.4278
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 100) 0.9389
d (thickness of aquifer) 75
Q  (KPm) 150
Distance from test well (ft) 13.677
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o - h ) 0.5111
Time at modeled zero drawdown (min) 1.456
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 77,480
Estimated T (ft^/d) 10,358
Estimated S 0.13
K = T/d (ft/d) 138.1
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Table B.4. Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method calculation for BVSMW-3 trend line for
drawdown after initial drawdown ended
BVSMW-3
Bunkerville Pump Test 11/16/06-11/19/06
Jacob Straight-Line Method
For line drawdown = 0.38771n(time) - 0.9352
Drawdown over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 100) 0.8502
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 1000) 1.7429
d (thickness of aquifer) = 75
Q  (gpm) = 150
Distance from test well (ft) = 13.677
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o - h ) = 0.8927
Time at modeled zero drawdown (min) = 11.1587
Estimated T (gpd/ft) = 44,360
Estimated T (ft^/d) = 5,930
Estimated S = 0.55
K = T/d (ft/d) 79.07
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Table B.5. Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method calculation for HWSMW-2 trend line for
initial drawdown
HWSMW-2
Halfway Wash Pump Test 12/14/06-12/17/06
Jacob Straight-Line Method
For line drawdown = 0.02331n(time) - 0.0181
Drawdown over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 1) -0.0181
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 10) 0.5184
d (thickness of aquifer) 85
Q  (gpm)........ 2 2 2
Distance from test well (ft) 50
Drawdown over log cycle (ft) ( h o - h ) 0.5365
Time at modeled zero drawdown (min) 2.1745
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 109,241
Estimated T (ftVd) 14,603
Estimated S 0 . 0 2
K=T/d (ft/d) 292.07
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Table B.6. Cooper-Jacob Straight-Line Method calculation for HWSMW-2 trend line for
drawdown after initial drawdown ended
HWSMW-2
Halfway Wash Pump Test 12/14/06-12/17/06
Jacob Straight-Line Method
For line drawdown = 0.16351n(time) - 0.6591
Drawdown over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 100) 0.0938
Drawdown over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 1000) 0.4703
d (thickness of aquifer) 85
Q  (SPm) 2 2 2
Distance from test well (ft) 50
Drawdown over log cycle (ft) ( h o - h ) 0.3765
Time at modeled zero drawdown (min) 56.33
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 155,665
Estimated T (ft^/d) 20,809
Estimated S 0.73
K=T/d (ft/d) 416.19
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APPENDIX C
RESIDUAL DRAWDOWN VERSUS t/t’ SEMI LOGARITHMIC 
SCALE WITH TRENDLINE EQUATIONS
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Figure C .l. BVSMW-2 residual drawdown versus t/t’ semi logarithmic scale with trend 
line equation.
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Figure C.2. BVSMW-3 residual drawdown versus t/t’ semi logarithmic scale with trend 
line equation.
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Figure C.3. HWMW-1 residual drawdown versus t/t’ semi logarithmic scale with trend 
line equation.
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Figure C.4. HWMW-2 residual drawdown versus t/t’ semi logarithmic scale with trend 
line equation.
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Figure C.5. HWMW-3 residual drawdown versus t/t’ semi logarithmic scale with trend 
line equation.
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Figure C.6 . HWMW-4 residual drawdown versus t/t’ semi logarithmic scale with trend 
line equation.
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Figure C.l. HWSMW-1 residual drawdown versus t/t’ semi logarithmic scale with trend 
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APPENDIX D
TIME RECOVERY CALCULATIONS
1 1 1
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Table D. 1. Time Recovery calculation for trend line at BVSMW-2
BVSMW-2
Bunkerville Pump Test Recovery 11/19/06
Time Recovery
For line recovery = 0.38841n(time) - 0.353
Recovery over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 10) 0.5413
Recovery over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 100) 1.4356
d (thickness of aquifer) 75
Q  (SPm) 150
Distance from test well (ft) 25.7604
Drawdown over log cycle ( f t )  ( h o - h ) 0.8943
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 44,280
Estimated T (ft"/d) 5.919
K = T/d (ft/d) 78.93
Table D.2. Time Recovery calculation for trend line at BVSMW-3
BVSMW-3
Bunkerville Pump Test Recovery 11/19/06
Time Recovery
For line recovery = 0.4081n(time) - 0.3902
Recovery over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 10) 0.5492
Recovery over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 100) 1.4887
d (thickness of aquifer) 75
Q  ( 8 P m ) 150
Distance from test well (ft) 13.667
Drawdown over log cycle (ft) ( h o - h ) 0.9395
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 42,150.
Estimated T (ft^/d) 5,635
K = T/d (ft/d) 75.13
1 1 2
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Table D.3. Time Recovery calculation for trend line at HWMW-1
HWMW-1
Halfway Wash Pump Test Recovery 12/17/06
Time Recovery
For line recovery = 0.37271n(time) - 0.4391
Recovery over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 10) 0.4191
Recovery over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 100) 1.2772
d (thickness of aquifer) 81
0  (SPm) 2 2 2
Distance from test well (ft) 122.961831
Drawdown over log cycle ( f t )  ( h o - h ) 0.8581
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 68,300
Estimated T (ft^/d) 9,130
K = T/d (ft/d) 112.72
Table D.4. Time Recovery calculation for trend line at HWMW-2
HWMW-2
Halfway Wash Pump Test Recovery 12/17/06
Time Recovery
For line recovery = 0.4021n(time) - 0.4533
Recovery over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 10) 0.4724
Recovery over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 100) 1.398
d (thickness of aquifer) 83
0  (KPm) 2 2 2
Distance from test well (ft) 82.64
Drawdown over log cycle (ft) ( h o - h ) 0.9256
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 63,319
Estimated T (ft^/d) 8,464
K = T/d (ft/d) 101.98
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Table D.5. Time Recovery calculation for trend line at HWMW-3
HWMW-3
Halfway Wash Pump Test Recovery 12/17/06
Time Recovery
For line recovery = 0.71871n(time) - 0.6387
Recovery over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 10) 1.0162
Recovery over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 100) 2.671
d (thickness of aquifer) 96
Q (gpm) 2 2 2
Distance from test well (ft) 22.26
Drawdown over log cycle ( f t )  ( h o - h ) 1.6548
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 35,417
Estimated T (ft^/d) 4,735
K = T/d (ft/d) 49.32
Table D.6 . Time Recovery calculation for trend line at HWMW-4
HWMW-4
Halfway Wash Pump Test Recovery 12/17/06
Time Recovery
For line recovery = 0.79881n(time) - 0.6349
Recovery over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 10) 1.2044
Recovery over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 100) 3.0437
d (thickness of aquifer) 91
Q  (gpm) 2 2 2
Distance from test well (ft) 23.7
Drawdown over log cycle (ft) ( h o - h ) 1.8393
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 31,864
Estimated T (ft^/d) 4,260
K = T/d (ft/d) 46.81
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Table D.8. Time Recovery calculation for trend line at HWSMW-1
HWSMW-1
Halfway Wash Pump Test Recovery 12/17/06
Time Recovery
For line recovery = 0.17481n(time) - 0.0216
Recovery over log scale (ft) (h) (In = 10) 0.3809
Recovery over log scale (ft) ( h o )  (In = 100) 0.7834
d (thickness of aquifer) 83
Q (gpm) 2 2 2
Distance from test well (ft) 2 0
Drawdown over log cycle ( f t )  ( h o - h ) 0.4025
Estimated T (gpd/ft) 145,610
Estimated T (ft^/d) 19,465
K = T/d (ft/d) 234.52
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APPENDIX E
NEUMAN’S SOLUTION CALCULATIONS
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Table E. 1. Neuman solution calculation for BVSMW-1.
BVSMW-1
Bunkerville Pump Test 11/16/06-11/19/06
Newman
r 0 . 0 0 1
t (time) 1
Drawdown (ft) ( h - h o ) 1
W(Ua, r) 4.8
IAJa 1.3
b (thickness of aquifer) 75
0  (gpm) 150
Distance from test well r (ft) 20.35
Estimated T (ftVd) 11064
Horizontal conductivity ( K h )  (ft/d) = T/r 147.52
Estimated S 82.20
Vertical conductivity ( K v )  (ft/d) 2
Table E.2. Neuman solution calculation for BVSMW-2.
BVSMW-2
Bunkerville Pump Test 11/16/06-11/19/06
Newman
r 0 . 0 1
t (time) 1
Drawdown (ft) ( h - h o ) 1
W(Ua. r) 2 . 8
1/Ua 0.55
b (thickness of aquifer) 75
Q (gpm) 150
Distance from test well r (ft) 25.76
Estimated T (ft^/d) 6,454
Horizontal conductivity ( K h )  (ft/d) = T/r 86.05
Estimated S 70.73
Vertical conductivity ( K v )  (ft/d) 7.29
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Table E.3. Neuman solution calculation for BVSMW-3.
BVSMW-3
Bunkerville Pump Test 11/16/06-11/19/06
Newman
r 0.1
t (time) 1
Drawdown ( f t )  ( h - h o ) 1
W(Ua. r) 1.8
1/UA 0.42
b (thickness of aquifer) 75
Q (gpm) 150
Distance from test well r (ft) 13.68
Estimated T (ftVd) 4,149
Horizontal conductivity (K h) (ft/d) = T/r 55.32
Estimated S 211.14
Vertical conductivity (K v )  (ft/d) 166.27
Table E.4. Neuman solution calculation for HWMW-1.
HWMW-1
Halfway Wash Pump Test 12/14/06-12/17/06
Newman
r 0 . 1
t (time) 1
Drawdown (ft) ( h - h o ) 1
W(Ua, r) 0.4
1 / U A 0.45
b (thickness of aquifer) 81
0  (gpm) 2 2 2
Distance from test well r (ft) 122.96
Estimated T (ft^/d) 1,364.52
Horizontal conductivity (K h)  (ft/d) = T/r 16.85
Estimated S 0.80
Vertical conductivity (K v )  (ft/d) 0.73
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Table E.5. Neuman solution calculation for HWMW-2.
HWMW-2
Halfway Wash Pump Test 12/14/06-12/17/06
Newman
r 0 . 1
t (time) 1
Drawdown ( f t )  ( h - h o ) 1
W(Ua. r) 0.4
1 /UA 0.9
b (thickness of aquifer) 83
Q (gpm) 2 2 2
Distance from test well r (ft) 82.64
Estimated T (ft^/d) 1,365
Horizontal conductivity ( K h )  (ft/d) = T/r 16.44
Estimated S 0.89
Vertical conductivity ( K v )  (ft/d) 1 . 6 6
Table E.6 . Neuman solution calculation for HWMW-3
HWMW-3
Halfway Wash Pump Test 12/14/06-12/17/06
Newman
r 0 . 0 1
t (time) 1
Drawdown (ft) ( h - h o ) 1
W(Ua. r) 0.4
1 / U A 5
b (thickness of aquifer) 96
Q (gpm) 2 2 2
Distance from test well r (ft) 22.26
Estimated T (ftVd) 1,365
Horizontal conductivity (K h) (ft/d) = T/r 14.21
Estimated S 2 . 2 0
Vertical conductivity (K v )  (ft/d) 2.64
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Table E.7. Neuman solution calculation for HWMW-4
HWMW-4
Halfway Wash Pump Test 12/14/06-12/17/06
r 0 . 0 1
t (time) 1
Drawdown ( f t )  ( h - h o ) 1
W(Ua, r) 0.15
1/Ua 2.5
b (thickness of aquifer) 91
Q (gpm) 2 2 2
Distance from test well r (ft) 23.7
Estimated T (ft^/d) 512
Horizontal conductivity (K h )  (ft/d) = T/r 5.62
Estimated S 1.46
Vertical conductivity (K v )  (ft/d) 0.83
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APPENDIX F
LABORATORY WATER CHEMISTRY
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Table F .l. Laboratory water chemistry sample results
Site
Date
Collected
Time
Collected
Calcium
mg/1
Magnesium
mg/1
Sodium
mg/1
Potassium
mg/1
Bicarbonate
Alkalinity
asH C 03
mg/1
Chloride
mg/1
Sulfate as 
S04mg/1
d'*0
(o/oo)
dD
(o/oo)
BVSWD 11/22/2006 8:33 440 170 460 41 400 610 1,700 -11,13 -87,01
BVSMW-1 11/28/2006 15:43 470 150 420 49 530 540 1,600 -11,38 j&84
BVSMW-2 11/28/2006 15:35 510 160 430 51 530 540 1,600 -11,34 -88.25
BVSMW-3 11/28/2006 15:25 440 130 290 45 520 380 1,100 -11,26
HWTW-1 12/17/2006 10:18 320 110 380 26 190 490 1,300 -10,54 -85.48
HWSMW-1 1/17/2007 9:45 370 110 340 30 230 380 1,200 -9,57 •76,2
HWSMW-2 1/17/2007 9:48 380 110 360 26 320 410 1,300 -9,33 -75,49
HWSMW-3 1/17/2007 9:53 280 120 390 32 140 390 930 -9,49 -76,02
V R atH W 12/17/2006 12:07 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA -11,25 -89.33
RLBD 2/2/2007 12:00 240 75 170 24 220 150 860 -12,97 -%j9
WPOD Start 1/18/2007 11:28 530 180 580 34 350 680 1,700 -11,95 -91.66
W PODEnd 1/24/2007 10:24 470 150 530 31 320 570 1,500 -11,96 -92.46
WPODSMW-1 2/2/2007 10:52 2,200 590 300 80 560 380 860 -11,87 -91.3
WPODSMW-3 2/2/2007 11:10 2,800 620 380 64 590 500 1,100 -11,76 -90,61
VR at WPOD 
Start 1/18/2007 11:14 310 110 360 30 290 380 1,200 -11,99 -92]4
VR at WPOD 
End 1/24/2007 11:39 260 100 350 29 310 380 900 -11,97 -92.53
VR at WPOD 2mn 11:38 250 89 310 27 300 400 880 -11.91 -91.48
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